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Foreword

In this report the graduation project of Yvette Eskander
and partly co-student Merijn Boon within the Building
Technology mastertrack at the Eindhoven University of
Technology Boon on the wind-energy in the building
envelope is described. Instead of following the standard
procedure of graduating in a predetermined subject,
the subject of this graduation project is defined by the
students themselves together with prof.dr.ir. C.P.W. (Chris)
Geurts. The research and product development carried
out for this project were guided by three experts on the
topics prof.dr.ir. C.P.W. Geurts, ir. A.J. Bronkhorst and ir.
M.M. van Kins.
The graduation project consists of two phases; phase 1
the research phase and phase 2 the product development
phase. The research of phase one was mostly conducted by
both students together as phase 2 was mostly individual.
Due to this division of the project in different phases, the
reports are also divided into two separate parts. However,
the content of part two is a sequence to the research of
part one. This report contains the report of part one of the
project, the research.
Part one, which is described in this report consists of
research on several topics regarding wind-behaviour,
wind-flow patterns and amplifications around buildings in
urban areas and wind-induced pressure distribution and
differentials on building façades. Also currently available
wind-turbines were evaluated. The research provided
a list of design rules on three scales namely the urban
scale, building scale and product scale for the design and
development of the WE-façade product in phase two of
the project.
Phase two, consists of the applied design rules in the
product requirements, the design principles and concept
of the product with subsequently an open field test of the
concept. Finally, a proposal for the design of the product is
presented, after the drawing conclusions of the open field
test and adjustment of the product to the results.
I would like to thank my tutors prof.dr.ir. C.P.W. Geurts, ir.
A.J. Bronkhorst and ir. M.M. van Kins for their expertise,
tips, guidance and support and keeping me focussed
during this graduation project. Finally, I would like to thank
my fellow graduate student Merijn Boon for his good
(team)work and effort.
Yvette Eskander
August, 2014
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Introduction

C1

The design and incorporation of wind-energy solutions in the building
envelope is difficult due to the complexity of wind behaviour in the
built environment. This complexity is a result of the large range of
urban scales that influence wind in the urban environment. Large
variations of the characteristics of the urban environment and
building shapes are responsible for a diverse spatial distribution
of wind-energy. When designing a wind-energy façade system,
knowledge of this spatial distribution is essential to allocate a
position on the façade of an appropriate building shape typology.

Chapter 1

Many studies on wind behaviour in the urban environment
have been conducted. These studies are often limited to
research on one scale, namely an urban scale, a local
building configuration or individual buildings. Multi-level
studies are limited to one angle of incidence, a single
measuring height and mostly not related to wind energy.
Blocken et al. (2008) for example, have conducted a windtunnel study on wind conditions in passages between two
perpendicular buildings. Although their study provides
interesting results, it does not incorporate the influence
of multiple angles of incidence on the results, making
it difficult to relate to actual wind statistic to provide
guidelines for the implementation of a wind-energy façade
system. Differences in wind angle of incidence can have a
large impact on the yield of wind-energy solutions in the
built environment. For example as demonstrated by BDSP
Partnership for project WEB (as described by Stankovic et
al. (2009)). In specific case-studies various urban scales
are often combined but these results too specific to be
interpreted as generally valid for a widely applicable
wind-energy façade system. For example, Kubotaa et
al. (2007) have conducted a wind-tunnel study on the
relationship between building density and pedestrianlevel wind velocity in 22 residential neighbourhoods from
several Japanese cities. The case-studies differ in several
characteristics of the urban typologies and building
configurations, combining two urban scales into the
research. However, the aim of this study is to research
pedestrian comfort and is difficult to relate to wind-energy
potential above this height.
CFD studies or wind-tunnel tests are able to incorporate
various urban scales into the research. However, these
types of studies only provide case-specific results. To be
able to design and implement a wind-energy solution in
any given urban situation, generally applicable guidelines
are needed. Therefore knowledge of wind behaviour
on various urban scales should be combined in order to
make informed decisions. In this study the effects of the
urban environment on wind behaviour are studied on
three scales; chapter two presents and discusses different
Dutch urban typologies, wind patterns, amplification and
pressure around individual building shape typologies are
assessed in chapter three to five. The influence of various
shapes of building-edges are explained in chapter 6. The
results from chapter 3 to 6 are then used for assessing
wind-energy generators in chapter 7. Finally chapter 8
presents general guidelines based on the research results
and conclusions from all chapters. These guidelines should
be used for guidance when designing a wind-energy façade
system in an urban environment.

Figure 1.1 | Two distinct building augmented wind energy systems

A distinction between types of building augmented wind
energy systems is made from chapter two onwards.
The first being one outside the building making use of
amplifications outside the building and the other one
being through the building, making use of given wind
induced pressure differentials (see figure 1.1).
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Wind-energy in various urban typologies

C2

Dutch urban settlements can be organized into several different urban
typologies which vary in urban landscape parameters such as urban
density, roughness elements, roughness length, building typologies
and corresponding building heights. Aside from these parameters, the
Netherlands is divided into several wind-zones which are of influence
on the average wind statistics for the urban typologies in each zone.
Therefore, in this chapter research is conducted and calculations are made
in order to appoint the urban typologies in different wind-zones with the
highest wind-energy potential and the most common building typologies
which are suitable for the application of a wind-energy façade element.

Chapter 2

2.1 Urban typologies
In order to compare the wind behaviour on an urban
scale on spatial energy density distributions, four different
urban typologies are distinguished. These four typologies
are based on typical Dutch urban situations and differ in
their urban size and their amount and mixture of low-rise,
mid-rise and high-rise buildings. For each distinct urban
typology, three Dutch case studies are explored with
various average wind velocities due to their location from
the coast. An average wind velocity zones map is used
(KNMI, 2010) to select these cases within three different
wind zones: coastal location, near coast location and midland location.

Figure 2.1 | All objects in the centre of Eindhoven

1 | Category A: large village with multiple building
typologies, low-rise with a couple of mid-rise buildings.
Cases: Hoek van Holland, Uitgeest and St.Michielsgestel.
2 | Category B: town with multiple building typologies,
low-rise
with
numerous
mid-rise
buildings
Cases: Noordwijk, Goes and Geldrop.
3 | Category C: small city with multiple building typologies,
mixed low- and mid-rise with sparse high-rise.
Cases: Haarlem, Delft and Eindhoven.
4 | Category D: large city with multiple building typologies,
mixed low- and mid-rise with numerous high-rise.
Cases: The Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht.

Figure 2.2 | Only low-rise objects (0-10m) in Eindhoven

The wind velocities of the urban typology cases have
been retrieved from the Klimaatatlas (KNMI, 2011). These
values are the yearly average wind velocities on 10 meters
above ground. The urban roughness lengths are also found
in the Klimaatatlas.
The urban density and roughness height parameters,
which are required for the calculation in order to plot the
wind profile graph of an urban typology, are not a given
value which can be retrieved from a data base. Therefore
these values are estimated. In order to make a correct
estimation for these values, Geodan (2012) was used to
obtain maps for the distinct urban typologies. Firstly, the
maps are used to estimate the urban density by calculating
the percentage of built ground surface of the total urban
area with Adobe Photoshop. Secondly, with the Geodan
tool, it is also possible to set the minimum and maximum
map height. By setting the minimum and maximum
height three times on the three different levels of building
heights, low-rise 0 to 10 meter, mid-rise 10 to 30 meter
and high-rise >30 meter, the percentage of each building
height level of the total build surface area is calculated.
For high-rise areas the average height is also obtained. This
turns out to be very important in a later stage to calculate
the wind-energy potential per typology. With these values
the average roughness height can be calculated. The
height maps for all typologies can be found in appendix A,
an example for Eindhoven is displayed in figure 2.1 to 2.4.

Figure 2.3 | Only mid-rise objects (10-30m) in Eindhoven

Figure 2.4 | Only high-rise objects (>30m) in Eindhoven
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2.2 Calculating energy density

From height zmin [m] upwards the calculated profile is valid,
which is an important measure for the reliability of the
calculated wind profiles. The exact height of zmin can differ
according to different sources. Wieringa (1983) adopts a
zmin which is consequently higher than that of ESDU 82026
(2008) and therefore on the safe side.

Different distinct Dutch typologies were chosen as
described in paragraph 2.1. To create a wind profile for
each typology, wind data from the wind atlas (2011) is
used. Only central parts of larger cities are considered, as
the city as a whole has roughly almost the same average
properties as a town or village, based on a comparative
evaluation of the twelve urban typologies. Also, the growth
of the internal boundary layer (IBL) has the largest effect
on wind behaviour in the first kilometre of a roughness
step. This step has already been made in the wind atlas
for the meso wind-speeds on a grid of 2,5 x 2,5 kilometres,
so there is no reason to evaluate a larger area then a city
centre. However, the evaluated patches are larger than
1 x 1 km. The log profile as described by Wieringa and
Rijkoort (1983) is used as a base to determine the meso
wind speeds (60 m) as given by the wind atlas. Wind speed
at height z is given by:

ESDU 82026:
zmin;E = 1,5d [m]

(2.5)

zmin;W = d + 20z0 [m]

(2.6)

and Wieringa (1983):

With the ESDU 82026 definition, the found value for
zmin;E hardly exceeds the average roughness height, while
being significantly lower than Wieringas’ zmin;W. Looking at
measurements by Nägeli (1941, obtained from Wieringa
1983) it is clear that wind behaviour near-building-height
is far from stable. The validity of ESDU 82026 depends
more on the presence and heights of local surrounding
objects. For this reason it can be said that the validity
of the depicted values become increasingly uncertain
between zmin;W and zmin;E.

(2.1)

As mentioned above, Umeso on a specific location is
obtained by data from the Windatlas (2011). Roughness
lengths z0 are extracted from data provided by the Royal
Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI) which are provided
in patches of 100 x 100 meters and are then averaged for
each evaluated area. The KNMI uses an equation of height
difference ΔH over a certain distance L, by Agterberg &
Wieringa (1989) for roughness length:

From the previous data, the outcome can be used to
generate wind energy density levels for the various
typologies across all heights respectively given by:
(2.7)

To compare the suitability of buildings in the urban
typologies, a yearly average wind velocity of 4 m/s is
set as a lower limit as stated by the US department of
energy (2012) for the use of small wind turbines. This
lower limit is used in the wind profiles of each typology.
The maximum building height in each typology is set as a
maximum boundary. Then the average heights of buildings
Havg between these set boundaries corresponding to 4 m/s
H4m/s and the maximum building height in each typology
are used to determine in which range the average suitable
buildings are to be found. These heights are calculated on
data provided by the Geodan (2012) tool. The range within
the wind profiles of each typology from the boundary of
H4m/s to the average building height for each typology
are then used to calculate a yearly averaged wind-energy
potential per running meter m1 (width) façade P(pot;avg) by
the sum of energy densities for each meter of building
height, this area is depicted in figure 2.5. Combining
formula’s 2.1 and 2.7 into the following sum:

(2.2)

Displacement height d is given by the industries standard
ESDU 82026 (2008), incorporating building density AH
and the average height of roughness elements H in the
following equation:
(2.3)

, or when AH is unknown by:
(2.4)

Both formulas for displacement height were used for the
calculation, and it turns out that the latter is consistently
more optimistic especially when it comes to centres of
large cities. This optimistic value is probably due to the
fact that the formula can be used to evaluate complete
city areas. On that scale, density becomes more or less
the same for all typologies, since the ratio of areas (city
centre/ suburb or high-density/low-density) is comparable
for most settlements. However, in this study all typologies
are evaluated within a range of 2 km, where densities
show more variation, therefore the first method is used.

(2.8)
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 | Havg and H4 m/s
The 4 m/s height gradually increases with both the size
of the urban typology and coastal distance, as can be
expected. Some variation occurs for the average building
height Havg above this boundary. Hoek van Holland for
instance has some high hotels boosting average values and
Rotterdam and the Hague having relatively high buildings.
In general zmin;W lays somewhat above H4 m/s, indicating
some uncertainty for urban typologies having buildings
not much taller or even smaller than this height, like Hoek
van Holland, Noordwijk, Geldrop and Haarlem, with the
first three being small villages or town and the last a small
city, which is shown in graphs 2.1 to 2.3.
2.3.2 | Comparing average power potential
Based on graph 2.4, it turns out average power potential is
largely depending on building height, with Rotterdam and
the Hague having highest potentials. Delft also shows a
relative high potential, which can be explained by relatively
low H4 m/s and high Havg for a small city.

Figure 2.5 | A running meter façade from Havg to H4 m/s

By comparing results from all urban typologies, urban
typologies with relatively large potential for implementing
wind-energy-generating
façade-elements
can
be
identified. For these urban typologies, the last step is
to determine the building-shape-typologies frequently
occurring between H4 m/s and Havg. These building-shapetypologies are subsequently used for further investigation
in chapter 3 to 5.

One other anomaly can be seen in Hoek v. Holland. High
average wind speeds provide the lowest H4 m/s compared
to the other urban typologies.

Graph 2.1 | Calculated wind profiles for coastal urban typologies
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Graph 2.2 | Calculated wind profiles for near-coastal typologies

Graph 2.3 |Calculated wind profiles for inland typologies
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NOTE: some high potential may be found in specific local
situations with a favourable building layout in its direct
surrounding, but these cannot be generalized and will be
left out of this report.

dwarf in comparison to the typologies mentioned before
and therefore will not hold a significant market share.
When a product is developed compatible with other
building shape typologies can be evaluated. For the time
being, focus remains on square and rectangular buildings.

From the graphs it is clear that the largest markets for windenergy-generating façade-elements are found in Delft, The
Hague and Rotterdam, with the majority of high potential
buildings in the Netherlands. Only a few exceptions can be
found in some of the other urban typologies. When looking
to the building shape typologies within the given range
above H4 m/s the vast majority of buildings can be qualified
as one of the following building-shape typologies:
- Square
		
- Rectangular
		

2.4 Conclusions and recommendations
Even though average wind velocities in small urban
typologies are higher compared to those in larger, denser
typologies at the same height, the lack of high buildings
causes the potential for wind energy in façade systems to
be lower in small urban typologies. Although tall buildings
do occur in small typologies, like Hoek v. Holland, the
supply of buildings suitable for applying a wind energy
façade system is dominated by those built in large cities.
Within the selection of suitable buildings, the dominating
building shapes are either square (L:W:H = 1:1:3 and 1:1:6)
or rectangular (L:W:H = 3:1:3 and 3:1:6). Research for
generally applicable wind energy façade system should
therefore focus on these shape ratios.

(L:W:H) = 1:1:3
(L:W:H) = 1:1:6
(L:W:H) = 3:1:3
(L:W:H) = 3:1:6

Other building shape typologies were found, such as a
couple very slender 1970s’ style flats in Delft and a few oval
shaped buildings in Rotterdam. However, their numbers

Graph 2.4 | Calculated average power potential per running meter
façade [m1]
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Wind-flow patterns and amplifications

C3

Many studies have been conducted which investigate the influence of
building dimensions and shapes on wind-flow patterns and wind-flow
amplifications around buildings. These researches were mostly carried
out in order to investigate the influence of buildings, building shapes and
their dimensions on the pedestrian level wind-comfort and disturbance.
However, in this chapter in contrast to these earlier researches, the
goal is to find out what the influences are of building dimensions
and building shape on the wind-flow patterns and amplifications in
order to appoint the most suitable locations and orientations for the
application of a wind-energy facçde element based on wind velocity on
the most common buildings as concluded from the previous chapter.

Chapter 3

3.1 Flow zones around buildings

corner streams significantly increased wind speeds occur,
which according to Melbourne et al. (1971) as stated by
Bottema (1993) are driven by pressure differences over
the building. Recirculation zone D behind the building in
contrast to the corner stream zones C, is characterized by
highly increased wind speeds and low pressures on one
hand and highly unsteady and turbulent wind flow on
the other hand (Peterka et al., 1985) which results into a
complex flow pattern behind the building. In the following
paragraphs the influence on wind-flow zones B, C and D
by alteration of the building parameters and ratios of
L, W and H are discussed and the influence by different
incoming wind-flow angles α is exemplified.

Over the past decades numerous studies have been
conducted regarding wind-flow patterns and zones,
wind amplifications and wind comfort around buildings.
Beranek (1984) appointed that wind-flow phenomena
around buildings are mainly influenced by the building
itself. Therefore important parameters are namely
building dimensions; length L, width W and height H, the
building dimensional ratios, wind-flow incidence angle
α and area roughness z0 ,which were discussed in the
previous chapter. Due to the complexity and dependency
on many parameters many have carried out experiments,
wind tunnel or CFD studies, in order to also investigate
the effects of and the influence of changing one or more
influential parameters. As stated by Bottema (1993), many
of the parameters are interrelated which makes separate
investigation of the influence of these parameters difficult.
Bottema therefore discusses a division of flow zones as
shown in figure 3.1 which is used as a standard division
in this chapter, to analyse and describe the effects of
the parameters on the distinct relevant wind-flow zones
separately.

Data on turbulence and turbulence intensities around
buildings is very scarce in literature. Fortunately Bottema
et al. (1992) conducted measurements on turbulence
intensity around buildings. In their study wind tunnel
measurements of turbulence intensity (T.I.) [%] in obstacle
flow, simulation of obstacle flow and estimation of T.I.
as a function of mean wind amplification factor were
addressed. The latter is most relevant for the consideration
of suitable locations of a wind-energy façade system. Their
measurements and simulations were done for a single
wide block with measurements L*W*H of 2,0*0,04*0,08
on a scale of 1:250. Wind velocity in the tunnel is 5,9 m/s. It
can be concluded that with increasing amplification factor
ɣ the T.I. is decreased. This is shown in graph 3.1. Therefore
flow zones C with the higher amplification factors contain
low T.I.-values. The other relevant flow zones around the
building for this research B and D are characterized by
high T.I.-values. As higher amplification factors are more
useful for generating wind-energy, these locations around
the building have also lower T.I. which is beneficial for the
functioning of the wind-energy harvesters. However, the
turbulence levels in flow zone B and C are the highest.

Figure 3.1 | Influence area and flow zones around a building | floorplan
view (Bottema, 1993)

The influences on flow zones B frontal vortex, C corner
streams and D recirculation zone in figure 3.1 are
relevant for this research, as the aim is to investigate the
immediate wind-flow around buildings. By understanding
the influences on the named flow zones, the most
suitable locations for wind-energy generating solutions on
building façades can be defined related to certain ratios of
building length, width and height which are derived from
measurements found in literature.
Zone B, the frontal vortex of the approach flow is the area
in front of the building which receives in the incoming
wind and is defined by Bottema (1993) as the area of
recirculating wind flow. In this area the incoming wind
flow pattern is disturbed by the building, upstream stream
wise wind speeds are reduced by higher pressures near
the façade, which is also referred to as the wind-blocking
effect by Blocken and Carmeliet (2006). However, this
area is also characterized by increasing wind velocity and
pressure with height. Zone B is bounded by the corner
stream zones C. These zones are situated near the building
corners originating at the windward façade. In these

Graph 3.1 | Turbulence intensity as a function of amplification factors
around a building in an open field (Bottema et al., 1992)
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3.2 General wind-flow patterns

As determined in chapter 2, the two most occurring building
types derived from the results of wind characteristics
in Dutch urban typologies are square buildings and
rectangular buildings. The latter was mentioned by
Beranek (1984) to be the most common building type
and therefore understanding wind phenomena around
this basic geometrical shape first is essential. Hence the
extensive research of rectangular buildings by Beranek
and van Koten (1979, 1984). The distinguished wind-flow
vortices as illustrated in figure 3.2 by Beranek (1984) are
therefore used as a base reference amongst others in this
study. Figure 3.2 shows the air flow vortices and pattern
around a rectangular building with wind flow perpendicular
to the windward façade, wide façade in figure A and small
façade in figure B.

Figure 3.2 A | Wind-flow around the wide facade of rectangular
buildings (Beranek, 1984)

The indication of the separate wind flow vortexes by
Beranek are linked to Bottema’s (1993) relevant flow zones
in this research, irrelevant components to this study are
left out:
3 and 4 | Wind-flow in front of the building, partly deflected
above and aside | flow zone B
5 | The larger part of the air flow in front of the building is
deflected downwards also known as the downward vortex
| flow zone B
6 | Vortices in front of the building; main stream at ground
level is away from building | flow zone B
7 | Stagnation point in front of the building | flow zone B
8 | Strongly increased wind speeds at the building corners
| flow zone C
13 | Standing vortexes behind the building | Flow zone D
14| Reversed air flow behind the building | Flow zone D
15 | Upward-directed air streams behind the building |
flow zone D

Figure 3.2 A | Wind-flow around the small facade of rectangular
buildings (Beranek, 1984)

The reference building dimension ratios which are
discussed in the following paragraphs are fixed at L:W:H
is 1:1:3 to 1:1:6 for square buildings and L:W:H is 3:1:3
to 3:1:6 for rectangular buildings as shown in figure
3.3. These fixed values were derived from the results of
chapter 2. Wind-flow patterns, amplification factors and
flow zone magnitude and distribution will be discussed.
Most results from literature are displayed as dimensionless
wind discomfort factors ɣ [-] or amplification factors ɣ [-],
which are calculated by normalized mean wind speeds. In
other words, by comparing occurring wind speeds around
the building on measuring height Uz with reference wind
speeds in the open field Uref as done in most studies
according to Bottema (1993). Most investigated studies
found in literature use a measuring height on pedestrian
level (1,75-2 m), except if stated otherwise.

Figure 3.3 | Investigated building shape typologies
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3.3 Influence of building length L

ɣ. The ɣmax occurs in flow zone C in the corner streams.
However, after a certain length between 20-40 m which
corresponds to ratio 2-4:1:5, ɣmax becomes constant as
well as the magnitude of this area with ɣmax which occurs
in flow zone C.

Square shaped to rectangular shaped buildings
Flow zone C | Beranek and van Koten (1979) conducted
a wind tunnel study to investigate the influence of the
windward façade length with wind direction perpendicular
to the façade. The study compared a square building of
LWH 10x10x50m ratio 1:1:5 with variation of L to a
rectangular shaped building with L is 20 m (2:1:5), 40 m
(4:1:5) and 80 m (8:1:5). The results, which are displayed
in figure 3.4 and 3.5, show that with increasing building
length L, all relevant influenced wind-flow zones increase
in magnitude as well as the amplification factor values

The same results were found by Tsang et al. (2012) as
shown in figure 3.6, where the influence of length L of
the windward façade was investigated with a wind tunnel
study. The study also investigated a square building of LWH
25x25x100 and ratio 1:1:4 by increasing L to 50 m (2:1:4),
75 m (3:1:4), 100 m (4:1:4) and 125 m (5:1:4).

Figure 3.4 | Results of increasing building length L by Beranek (1979)
(part 1/2)

Figure 3.5 | Results of increasing building length L by Beranek (1979)
(part 2/2)
19
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Similar to Beranek and van Koten, in this study it
was found that with increasing building length L, the
amplification factors ɣ and the magnitude of all relevant
wind-flow zones B, C and D increased. This finding was
also confirmed by other studies such as Kamei and Maruta
(1979). Unfortunately, the study does not cover such a
size extension of L in their measurements and results in
order to find the H/L ratio at which ɣmax occurs. Tsang et
al. fortunately did, and similar to Beranek and van Koten,
their results show that the value and magnitude of the
wind flow zone with occurring ɣmax became constant after
a certain building length L between 50 and 75 m, which
corresponds to ratio 2-3:1:4 and occurred in flow zone
C. In addition, with increasing building length L between
H=L and H=1,33L, the ɣmax-area seems to split into two
areas, in the corner stream of flow zone C and around
the front corners of the windward façade. The ɣ<1 areas
also increase in magnitude and wrap more around the
backside and back corners of the building with increasing
building length. The latter can also be concluded from the
measurements by Beranek and van Koten (1979). However,
their measurements do not show the split ɣmax-areas. This
could be due to different measuring equipment. Beranek
and van Koten amongst other studies conducted around
the time used hot wire anemometers as Tsang et al. used
Irwin-sensors. Irwin-sensors are relatively smaller than hot
wire anemometers. For this reason, more Irwin-sensors

Figure 3.6 | Results of increasing building length L by Tsang et al. (2012)
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can be installed for measurement without influencing the
wind-flow, which allows for a more precise measurement
on the influence area and model.
Beranek and van Koten (1979) conclude from their
measurements that ɣmax occurs with a H/L ratio of L>1,5H.
Comparing their measurements to the study by Tsang et al.
(2012), both studies found that ɣmax occurs with a certain
ratio of L:W:H, where on average L is about 1,55H.

Table 3.1 | Occurance of ɣmax at L:H=/>1,5 ratio for various dimensions

The ɣmax is measured to match a certain H/L ratio, though
the building dimensions in both studies differ and the
dimensional ratios for the study differ slightly the H/L ratio
for ɣmax is approximately the same for both studies. From
the measurements by Tsang et al., the derivative estimated
average H/L=1,6 ratio for ɣmax is about 6,67% higher than
the appointed H/L ratio by Beranek and van Koten of H/
L=1,5. In addition, Beranek and van Koten mention that
the magnitude of the amplification zones with ɣmax also
become constant with the same H/L ratio. However, with
increasing building length L the other influence areas
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increasing building width W. Building width W refers to the
façade parallel to the wind direction. Their study compared
the influence of increasing the width of the building from
10 m to 20 m for different building lengths of 40 m and 80
m with a fixed building height of 50 m. The corresponding
ratios are 4:1:5 compared to 4:2:5, and 8:1:5 compared to
8:2:5.

continue to grow with increasing building length. With an
average H/L=1,55 ratio, the wind velocity in the area where
ɣmax occurs is certainly at its maximum amplification and
magnitude in the corner streams in flow zone C.
Flow zone B | For wind speeds in the frontal vortex in
influence zone B with wind direction perpendicular to
the façade, Bottema (1993) states that maximum values
could be estimated as 0,3Uref for 1<H/L<4. As explained,
the magnitudes of the influenced areas all increase with
increasing building length, including the frontal vortex
zone B. However, for H/L>3 ratios, the magnitude of flow
zone B decreases (Bottema, 1993). In conclusion, the
amplification factor ɣ=0,3 applies to the frontal vortex in
zone B for H/L ratios between 1 and 4. For this study there
is no importance in finding out the influence of ratios H/
L>4 as longer buildings are excluded from the selection of
potential buildings for the application of a wind-energy
generating solution.

The measurements displayed in figure 3.7A and 3.7B,
show with increased building width in this case with a
factor 2, the maximum amplification value ɣmax does not
increase for both investigated building lengths. However,
the magnitude of the influenced zones is altered with
increasing width. Zones with higher amplification factors
of ɣ>1 slightly decrease in magnitude, as the magnitude
of zones with lower amplification factors of ɣ<1 slightly
increase (Beranek and van Koten, 1979). Increasing
building width W results in an overall less highly influenced
area. In other words, the overall difference between the
influenced areas is less pronounced with increasing
building width W. However, the distribution of the relevant
influenced zones B, C and D in the immediate adjacent
area around the building are quite similar. In conclusion,
increasing building width with a factor 2 has no significant
influence on the amplification factors of the immediate
adjacent area around the building.

Flow zone D | Wind speeds in the recirculation zone D
behind the building with wind direction perpendicular to
the façade, are estimated by Bottema (1993) to be 0,2
for H/L<1 up to 0,3 for H/L>1. However, for a small zloc
(0,0005) the amplification factors increase with 20%. Also
the magnitude of flow zone D is increased with increased
building length L (Kamei and Maruta, 1979 and Beranek
and van Koten, 1979).
3.4 Influence of building width W
Rectangular shaped buildings
Beside the influence of increasing building length L,
Beranek and van Koten (1979) also investigated the
influence on the magnitude and amplification factors ɣ
of the relevant influenced wind flow zones B, C and D of

Figure 3.7A | Results of increasing building width W by Beranek and van
Koten (1979) {part 1/2)
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Figure 3.7B | Results of increasing building width W by Beranek and van
Koten (1979) {part 2/2)

Kamei and Maruta (1979) also investigated the influence
of increasing a buildings’ width W with a factor 2 with
wind tunnel studies. They have studied different building
dimensions and ratios than Beranek and van Koten
(1979). Their study investigated a smaller height ratio
in correspondence to the length/width ratio of L:W:H
30x7,5x30 ratio 4:1:4 with L:W:H 30x15x30 ratio 4:2:4 as
shown in figure 3.8. From the results it is also concluded
that increasing W with a factor 2 has no significant effect
on the amplification factors when W<L, however the ɣmax
does slightly increase with 7,6%. In addition, similar to the
results by Beranek and van Koten (1979), the magnitude
of the influenced zones with ɣ>1 decrease in magnitude
with increasing width W while zones of ɣ<1 increase. As
appointed in the previous paragraph, the ɣmax area in the
corner streams seems to shift away from the building
with increasing W, which leads to lower wind velocities
in the area adjacent to the building façades. This shift
phenomenon will be discussed further in paragraph 3.8.

Figure 3.8 | Results of increasing building width W by Kamei and Maruta
(1979) (part 1/2)

On the contrary, increasing building width W of a
building with W>L, does have significant effects on the
amplification values as well as the magnitude of the
influence areas. Kamei and Maruta (1979) investigated
the effect by extending W from 10x20x30 m ratio 1:2:3 to
30 m ratio 1:3:3, and 40 m ratio 1:4:3. In figure 3.9 shows
measurements of that the maximum amplification values
and influence area magnitude first increase a bit from
1:2:3 to 1:3:3, after which both decrease significantly with
ratio 1:4:3 as ɣmax decreases with approximately 21%. The
overall decrease is also concluded by Beranek and van
Koten (1979) with increasing building width W when W>L.

Figure 3.9 | Results of increasing building width W by Kamei and Maruta
(1979) (part 2/2)
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3.5 Influence of building height H
As can be concluded from several studies by Beranek
and van Koten (1979), Kamei and Maruta (1979) and
Tsang et al. (2012), whether the building has a square
or rectangular shape, the height of a building is an
important parameter which shows significant effects on
the values of amplification factors and the magnitude
of the relevant influenced wind-flow areas. According
to Kamei and Maruta (1979), the significant effects of
increasing height H are due to the larger degree of the
downward flow which occurs due to the separation of
air flows into the upward, sideward and downward windflows at the stagnation point, numbered as 3, 4 and 5 in
Beraneks’ designation in figure 3.2. This results in higher
wind amplification factors on the same measuring height
and larger influenced wind-flow zones for taller buildings.
From paragraph 2, the influence of the H/L ratio, which is
an important parameter for rectangular buildings, can also
be described from another perspective in which H is the
variable. Therefore it can be concluded that an increase
in H results in an increased value of the H/L ratio which
results in an increase of the magnitude and amplification
factors ɣ. This given is further investigated for rectangular
buildings after firstly describing the investigated influence
of increased height H for square buildings.
3.5.1 | Square shaped buildings
The influence of increasing building height H of a square
shaped building was investigated by Kamei and Maruta
(1979). The measurements were done for a building with
L:W:H 10x10x20 ratio 1:1:2 increasing H to 30 m, 40 m and
60 m corresponding with ratios 1:1:3, 1:1:4 and 1:1:6. The
results are displayed in figure 3.10. Their measurements
show that with increasing the building height H of a
square shaped building, the magnitudes of all relevant
influenced flow zones B, C and D increase. However,
the corner streams in flow zone C in which the higher
amplification factors occur increased more pronouncedly.
The occurrence of the maximum amplification factor ɣmax
stays in the corner streams of wind flow zone C which also
increases in value with increasing building height H. Again
as found in paragraph 4, in these measurements, the ɣmax
area shifts away from the building with height and will be
further discussed in paragraph 3.8.

Figure 3.10 | Results of increasing building height H by Kamei and
Maruta (1979)

3.5.2 | Rectangular shaped buildings
With consideration of the before mentioned effect
of increasing H/L ratio with an increasing height H, a
rectangular buildings’ H/L ratio is calculated in table 3.2.
The set rectangular buildings for investigation in this study
are defined with L:W:H ratios 3:1:3 and 3:1:6. The H/L ratio
is increased with increasing height H, which means the H/
L=1,55 boundary, in which the ɣmax-value occurs and the
corner streams are also at their maximum magnitude, is
reached earlier with increasing height of a rectangular
building. Beranek and van Koten (1979) state ɣmax and
the magnitude of the influenced flow zones reaches it
maximum at H=2,5L.

Table 3.2 | Growth of H/L
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Tsang et al. (2012) have investigated the influence of the
height of a rectangular building. The investigated building
with L:W:H 75x25x50 was increased to H 75 m, 100 m, 125
m and 150 m. In accordance with the previously described
results, ɣmax and the magnitude of the influence areas
increase with increasing height. Both areas with ɣ<1 and
ɣ>1 increase in magnitude with increasing H. The area with
ɣmax seems to not only be in the corner streams in flow zone
C, it spreads to the front corner of the windward façade and
forms another ɣmax area which increases in magnitude with
increasing building height. This phenomenon was found to
occur in several measurements in the study by Tsang et
al. (2012) with alteration of several building dimensional
parameters and will be further discussed in chapter 3.8.
Unfortunately their study of increasing a buildings’ height
H does not go up to H=2,5L to prove the conclusion on the
maximum magnitude and amplification value according to
Beranek and van Koten (1979).

in figure 3.12 and graph 3.2. Their study investigates the
effect of measuring height on a square building of LWH
6x6x20 which corresponds to a 1:1:3,33 ratio. In order
to use the study effectively, points A to G shown in figure
3.11 were designated on the building façade as reference
points to determine increase/decrease trends around the
building over its height.

Figure 3.11 | Investigated points on building façade of the effect of z/H

3.6 Influence of dimensions magnification with a
constant L:W:H ratio

The effects of changing one of the building dimensional
parameters were discussed separately in the previous
chapters. As a buildings length L and height H have a
great influence on the influence area and amplification
values, varying a buildings width W turned out to have
less significant effects when W<L. However, magnifying
the L:W:H dimensions of a building, yet keeping a constant
L:W:H ratio therefore also has an effect. Magnifying all
buildings dimensions with a factor x will magnify the
magnitude of the influences areas by the same factor x
(Beranek and van Koten, 1979). The amplification factors
also increase with larger buildings as discussed in the
previous paragraphs. The latter was also confirmed by
Kamei and Maruta (1979).
3.7 Influence of measuring height z
The often referenced study by Kamei and Maruta (1979)
is one of the scare all-round studies of wind environment
and thereby amplifications around square buildings. They
have not only investigated the influence of changing one
parameter of the buildings dimensions, they have also
investigated the influence of measuring height z and
therefore the change in the influence area over a buildings’
height. As shown in figure 3.2, Beranek (1984) distinguishes
17 different wind-flow vortices around a building. Each
flow has a different effect on the total influence area
around the building and a certain height at which it occurs
and the area and/or height at which the impact occurs.
Therefore the influence area as well as the amplifications
around the building change over the height of the building
as the affected area occurs due to different wind-flow
phenomena. All measurements of the studies referenced in
the previous chapters were conducted on pedestrian level
which in most cases translates into a measuring height of
z=1,75-2 m, while results of amplification measurements
on different measuring heights are expected to be different.
This is confirmed by Kamei and Maruta (1979), as shown

Figure 3.12 | Measurement results effect of measuring height z/H
(Kamei and Maruta, 1979)

Graph 3.2 | Amplification values modification as a result of measuring
height z/H (Kamei and Maruta, 1979)
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The results show that the areas with highest amplification
factor ɣ occur at ground level, measuring height z/H=0,05.
With increasing measuring height z/H, the areas with ɣ>1
in flow zone C, show an overall decrease in amplification
values as well as in the influence area magnitude. The
decreasing overall magnitude of these areas could be
explained due to the smaller impact of the down flow
vortex, numbered 5 in Beranek and van Kotens’ (1979)
distinguished air flows in figure 3.2, and the absence of
flow vortices 6 and 8 on the higher z/H measuring heights.
Areas with ɣ<1 show an overall increase in amplification
values, which means the values increase towards ɣ=1 with
increasing measuring height z/H. The magnitude of these
areas also seems to decrease slightly with increasing z/H
measuring height.

The calculated amplification modification values were then
used on measurements of several studies with square and
rectangular building shapes with different relevant building
dimensions. The used data is by Tsang et al. (2012) for a
square building with ratio 1:1:4 and rectangular buildings
with ratios 4:1:4 and 4:1:5 and measurements by Beranek
and van Koten (1979) for another rectangular building
with ratio 4:1:5 in order to compare buildings with an
equal LWH ratio yet different dimensions. The calculated
modification values were used on the mentioned studies
in order to determine the similarities and differences in
modification of the amplification values over a buildings’
height of square and rectangular buildings and moreover to
compare the older measurements by Beranek (1979) and
Kamei and Maruta (1979) to more recent measurements
by Tsang et al. (2012).

The measuring height of most change for several points
for both trends seems to be between z/H=0,5 to z/
H=0,75. The slight increase around the back corners points
E and F, between z/H=0,5 – 0,75, is probably due to the
air flows deflected along the sides of the building which
are numbered with 4 in figure 3.2 These flows as well
as most other distinguished flows around a building are
absent from approximately above z/H=0,75 (stagnation
point). This explains the overall decrease of amplification
value in points C, D, E and F from the stagnation point at
approximately z/H=0,75 towards z/H=1. Point A in flow
zone B only shows an increase starting from z/H=0,5 which
can be explained due the upward flow number 3 as shown
in figure 3.2, which originates at the stagnation point and
is deflected above the building.

3.7.2 | Influence of measuring height z/H on square
buildings
Comparing the actual measurements over a square
buildings’ height by Kamei and Maruta (1979) in figure 3.12
and graph 3.2 to the measurements by Tsang et al. (2012)
in graph 3.3, a few differences can be detected. Overall, the
study by Tsang et al. shows less high and low amplification
values, while their taller building should show higher peak
values due to its height according to Beranek (1979). The
highest amplification is around ɣmax=1,16 in point D in flow
zone C, while Kamei and Maruta report an ɣmax=1,30 for
the same point. The lowest value is around ɣ=0,3 in the
mid back point G in flow zone D as measured by Kamei and
Maruta, as Tsang et al. measures the lowest value in the
same zone of ɣ=0,5 as well as in the mid frontal point A in
flow zone B. The most remarkable difference is in the back
corner points E and F in the study by Tsang et al. according
to the modification values over height as calculated based
on the measurements by Kamei and Maruta, as the values
climb up above the ɣ=1 boundary around the stagnation
point z/H=0,75. In other words, the flows around the back
corner in flow zone D increase in amplification and thereby
wind velocity around z/H=0,75 instead of the generally
known decrease in wind velocity.

3.7.1 | Increase/decrease trends on several points on or
near a building as a result of different measuring heights
z/H
The research by Kamei and Maruta (1979), as described
in the previous paragraph, was used to calculate increase
and decrease values on the amplification factors for the
investigated points A to G on the building with z/H=0,05
as the relative measuring height. The results are shown in
table 3.3.

Table 3.3 | Increase and decrease in amplification factor on several points on a building façade calculated according to the study by
Kamei and Maruta (1979)
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The differences in measurements could be due to the
different building dimensional L:W:H ratios. However,
the difference should show a slight increase in values
in the measurements by Tsang et al. (2012), instead
of the reported overall lower amplification values as
the investigated building is higher than the building
investigated by Kamei and Maruta (1979). This difference
could be due to another reason which is the difference
in measuring techniques used in the wind tunnel study
models as explained in paragraph 3 | flow zone C. Finally,
with the same building shape and other LWH dimensions
the amplification values and influences area magnitudes
also change. Kamei and Maruta reported an increase in
the ɣ-values as well as the magnitude of the influence area
with increasing L:W:H dimensions with equal ratios. This
conclusion could be one of the reasons for the measured
values by Tsang et al. to be lower than the measurements
by Kamei and Maruta. Tsang et al. studied a building with
LWH 25x25x100 m at a scale of 1:200 which translates into
a 125x125x500 mm model and Kamei and Maruta studied
a model with LWH 60x60x200 mm at a scale of 1:500 which
translates to a building of 30x30x100m. The measurement
values by Kamei and Maruta should therefore be higher
than the measurements by Tsang et al. due to the larger
L:W:H building dimensions and serves as a confirmation of
the conclusions drawn in paragraph 6.

Graph 3.3 | Calculated and applied amplification values modification
on measurements by Tsang et al. (2012) on ground level according to
measurements by Kamei and Maruta (1979)and Maruta (1979)

Graph 3.4 | Calculated and applied amplification values modification
on measurements by Tsang et al. (2012) on ground level according to
measurements by Kamei and Maruta (1979)

3.7.3 | Influence of measuring height z/H on rectangular
buildings
The calculated increase and decrease amplification
modification values from the study by Kamei and Maruta
were also used on measurements by Beranek and van
Koten (1979) and Tsang et al. (2012) of rectangular
buildings. First, two rectangular buildings with different
ratios 4:1:4 and 4:1:5 both studied by Tsang et al. (2012)
are compared. The results are shown in graph 3.4 and
3.5. As the points on the mid frontal façade A, the back
corner points E and F and on the back side G stay the same,
the points on the front corner B and C show different
amplification values. Point C on the front corner in flow
zone C is decreased, as the other point on the front
corner on the front façade in flow zone B shows increased
amplification values around the higher building. In other
words, it can be concluded that with higher buildings with
the same L:W ratio, the amplification value of the front
corner point B is higher than with a lower building. The
contrary is true for point C in flow zone C, which decreases
in amplification with a higher building with the same L:W
ratio. Moreover, the ɣmax-area point D shows higher values
than in the front corner point C above the stagnation point
around approximately z/H=0,75 for the higher building. For
the lower building, the ɣmax-value decreases below both
the front corner points B and C above the stagnation point.
The stagnation point at approximately z/H=0,75 seems to
be the turning point for amplification values for both the
front corner point C, the ɣmax-area point D and back corner
points E and F as these values all decrease towards z/H=1.

Graph 3.5 | Calculated and applied amplification values modification
on measurements by Tsang et al. (2012) on ground level according to
measurements by Kamei and Maruta (1979)

Graph 3.6 | Calculated and applied amplification values modification
on measurements by Beranek and van Koten (1979) on ground level
according to measurements by Kamei and Maruta (1979)
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Comparing the measurements by Beranek and van Koten
(1979) shown in graph 3.6 of a 4:1:5 building to Tsang et
al. (2012) point B on the front corner in flow zone B also
shows higher values than point C on the other side of the
corner in flow zone C on the contrary to the lower building.
In addition, point D with ɣmax stays in between the values
for point B and C when starting to decrease at z/H=0,25 to
z/H=1. However, the most pronounced difference of the
measurements by Beranek and van Koten is that no value
on any point is below the ɣ=1 boundary. None of the point
show ɣ<1 which means that at all points the wind velocity is
increased, even points E and F on the back corner and G on
the back façade. A reason for this could be the measuring
equipment as explained in paragraph 3. For this reason the
study by Tsang et al. which is more recent, is considered to
be less biased than the study by Beranek and van Koten.

layer, consists of high wind speed gradients. Interaction of
zones C and D results in complex flow patterns in flow zone
C according to Bottema and therefore a highly turbulent
flow.
As shown in figure 3.13 and 3.14, the increased wind
speeds in the corner streams are present and show the
highest amplification values ɣmax, which is the same as
the corner streams on a horizontal plane. This given does
show in most of the computed values around z/H=1 for the
investigated studies in the previous paragraph. The front
corners of the building indeed are most likely to show the
highest amplification values around z/H=1. The mid frontal
flow zone point A also shows a gradient of increased wind
speeds towards the ɣ=1 value with height, however does
not increase beyond the corner amplification values. This
gradient in flow zone A is also visible in the investigated
studies. A similar wind amplification value gradient seems
to occur on the roof plane with decreasing wind speeds
from the corner streams of the building towards the back
corners. This roof gradient takes the shape and direction
of flow zone C in figure 3.13 and is built up by similar
amplification values as zone A. The unsteady and complex
flow pattern in zone D shows in the reported investigation
of mid back façade point G of the study by Kamei and
Maruta (1979) in Graph 3.2, of which the amplification
factors are highly fluctuating.

3.7.4 | Square buildings versus rectangular buildings
Comparing the calculated values for a square building with
the rectangular buildings, it is clear that with rectangular
buildings higher amplification values ɣ occur at points B,
C on the front corner and the maximum amplification
point D in flow zone C. When applying the modification
values for the corresponding measuring height z/H on the
amplification factor measurements on the study by Tsang
et al. (2012), point C on the front corner of the square
building even shows decreasing wind velocity with low
amplification values between z/H=0,1 to z/H=0,75. To
conclude, rectangular buildings have higher amplifications
around the front corner of the building and show more
wind velocity decrease around the back corner of the
building than for square buildings.
3.7.5 | Wind pattern around a building roof
Around the building roof which is measuring height z/H=1,
as visible in the graphs presented in the previous paragraph
3.7.2, the measured amplification values on the front (ɣ>1)
and back (ɣ<1) of the building draw more towards the
ɣ=1 boundary. Bottema’s (1993) designation of wind flow
zones around a building was described in paragraph 3.2.
However, this designation was presented as a floor plan on
a horizontal plane. As paragraph 3.7 describes the effect
on several points on different measuring heights z/H, the
explanation and measurements remain on a horizontal
plane. Bottema therefore also presents a vertical plane
section of a building as shown in figure 3.13 to describe
the wind pattern around a building over its height, which
is used in this paragraph as a base.

Figure 3.13 | Influence area and flow zones around a building | vertical
section view (Bottema, 1993)

Flow zones B, C and D are the influential flow zones for
the wind pattern and amplification values on and around
the building roof. Zone B the corner streams, similar to the
corner streams on the horizontal plane (C) are characterized
by increased wind speeds and are according to Bottema
(1993) driven by either pressure differences over the
building or mass conservation. The recirculation zone C,
like the recirculation zone on the floor plan (D) results in
highly reduced wind speeds. Flow zone D named the shear

Figure 3.14 | Amplification factors around a building section vertical
plane (Bottema, 1993)
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3.8 ɣmax area division with increasing L or H
The phenomenon which is measured by Tsang et al.
(2012) several times in their study is parting of the ɣmax
area in the corner streams of the building in flow zone B
and C into two separate areas of ɣmax. This phenomenon
occurs when increasing building length L or height H, as
appointed in several paragraphs. The area splits up in two
areas with certain length to height ratios. The first area is
near or wrapped around the front corner points B and C
of the windward façade in flow zone C, and the second
area is situated in most cases near the back corners of the
building near point E. See figure 3.11 for the situation of
the described points on the building. This partition was not
measured before by the other investigated studies for this
study. However, the study by Kamei and Maruta (1979)
seems to report a shift of the ɣmax area away from the
building with increasing building length L or height H, but
do not report a partition in the ɣmax area or another area
with a relatively high velocity. The initial ɣmax area near or
around the front building corner does not seem to occur
in their study. In addition, both studies are in contrast with
the measurements by Beranek and van Koten (1979), which
neither report a shift nor a division of the ɣmax area in
the corner streams. This difference can again be explained
as the result of different measuring techniques and the
density of measuring attributes as described before in
paragraph 3. In table 3.4, the separation of the ɣmax area
in two areas is measured and reported as a dimensionless
number as a relative distance to building length L.

Firstly, it can be concluded that with smaller building
lengths and lower heights the ɣmax area is less likely to
be divided in two areas. However, the ɣmax area is not
situated immediately next or around the front corner of the
windward façade of the building. With a square building,
ratio 1:1:4, the area is situated significantly further away
from the building with a distance of approximately 0,4L.
Increasing building length L with a factor 2 decreases
the distance of the ɣmax area to the front corner to 0,05L.
Increasing to 3L and longer, the area even wraps around
the front corner, in other words the distance is none.
The second ɣmax-area near the back corner point E of
the building remarkably occurs at a ratio of 2:1:4 with a
significantly long distance 0,4L to point E. With increasing
length to 3L it disappears and reoccurs at the longest
building with 5L and L:W:H ratio 5:1:4.
With increasing building height the distance of the first
ɣmax area to the front corners is none, only with a L:W:H
ratio of 3:1:3 a small distance of 0,05L is measured for the
ɣmax area near the front corner. Increasing the height
however does again create a second ɣmax area near the
back corner point E which seems to occur constantly from
ratio 3:1:5 with a distance of 0,33L. It does occur with the
same distance with L:W:H ratios of 3:1:3.
Taller and longer buildings are therefore better suited
for assigning locations for the implementation of windenergy generating façade solutions based on higher wind

Figure 3.15 | ɣmax area division, measurements by Tsang et al.
(2012)
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Table 3.4 | Separation of ɣmax areas, distance relative to building length L

3.9 Influence of wind angle of incidence α

velocities as higher amplification values occur adjacent
to the building façade. The most suitable L:H building
ratio seems to start from L:H =/> 3:4 which result in an
higher amplification area adjacent to the front corners and
corresponding points B and C of the windward building
façade. The second high amplification area is further away
from the building with a distance 0,25L to 0,4L which is
probably too far for usage of the higher wind velocities for
wind-energy generating façade solutions.

Square buildings
Varying the angle of the incoming wind-flow α, needless
to say changes the pattern, magnitude and amplification
values of the influence area around a building. Kamei and
Maruta (1979), which as mentioned before carried out
an extensive study on wind behaviour around a square
building with ratio 1:1:3, including the influence of the
wind-flow angle α. Their study investigates variation of α
from α=0° to α=45° as shown in figure 3.16.
A remarkable find from their measurements is that at
α=15° when turning the building counter-clockwise,
the highest amplification values were measured in the
corner streams on the right side of the building while
amplification factors on the left side decreased slightly. The
ɣmax value increased with 15% compared to α=0°. The size
and position of the ɣmax area however shifted away from
the wind-ward façade corners by varying the angle of the
incoming wind from α=0° to α=15°. Varying the angle from
α=15° to α=30° changes the position of the ɣmax area from
the left to the right side of the building and results in a
decreased values of ɣmax with approximately 8% relative to
the ɣmax at α=15°. From α=30° towards α=45° amplification
values on both sides even out and are approximately 1617% lower than at α =0°. As mentioned, the ɣmax areas have
shifted away from the building corners from angles α=0° to
α=45,° while no other high amplification area is visible in
contrast with the earlier described studies by Tsang et al.
(2012). In table 3.5 an educated estimate or measurement
of the distance of the ɣmax areas on the left and right of
the building with varying wind-flow angle α is shown, and
thereby the estimated increase/decrease of the ɣmax value
on both sides.

Figure 3.16 | Influence of varying wind-flow angle of incidence (Kamei
and Maruta, 1979)
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From table 3.5 it can be concluded that with varying windflow angle α, the distance of the left side to the ɣmaxarea
increases to α=30°, from α=30° to α=45° it decreases
again. While on the right side the distance decreases up to
α=15° after which it increases again to a significant further
distance. The lowest distance for the left side remains on
α=0°, on the right side α=15° shows the closest distance.
For the amplification factors angle α=15° (right) shows
the highest values, amplification values on the left side
decrease however with less fluctuation of a 7,2% decrease
of ɣmaxcompared to α=0°.

As done before in chapter 3.7, several designated points on
the building and nearby were also used as reference points
to investigate the increase or decrease in amplification
factors around the square building and as described before
the ɣmax area is not adjacent to the building façade or
corner. The amplification values on these points as shown
in figure 3.11, were derived from measurement results
by Kamei and Maruta (1979). The corner points were
copied to the left and right corners for investigation of
the influence of changing wind-flow angle α on both sides
of the building. The values are shown in graph 3.7 and
3.8. The graphs indeed show confirmation of the drawn
conclusion by Kamei and Maruta (1979), that maximum
amplifications occur in the corner streams nearby the
building at α=15°. However, from α=15° the amplification
factors of the corner streams decrease quickly towards
their lowest value at α=45°. The back corner points E and
F of the building show similar trends of a small increase
around α=5°, however the values of point E generally
decrease from α=0° to α=15° and show a pronounced
increase towards ɣ=1 from α=15° to α=45°. The front
corner points B and C show a general decreasing trend;
however the right points decrease more pronouncedly
after α=15° than the left points to a certain value where
the right back corner points E and F show higher and less
fluctuating amplification values. Graph 3.9 shows the
influence of varying wind incidence angle α from α=0° to
α=360° in clockwise direction on the amplification factor
ɣ on the front right corner of a square building according
to data by Kamei and Maruta (1979). Considering the
results from graph 3.7 and 3.8, the front corners show
the highest potential for the implementation of a windenergy solution on the building façade. These figures only
present data for wind incidence angles α=0° to α=45°.
Therefore a complete wind incidence angle spectrum from
α=0-360° is shown in figure 3.24 which offers a complete
overview of the amplification factors around the front
corner of the building in order to estimate the windenergy potential for several wind-energy solutions on this
position with the highest potential which is discussed in
chapter 7. These values are valid for pedestrian level. For
higher measuring heights on the building façade, values
are slightly different as described in paragraph 3.7. From
angles α=0° to α=45° the figure shows a strong decrease
after which the amplification factor increases again and
stays relatively high up to α=150°. Angle 150° seems to be
a turning point, from α=150° to α=315° the amplification

Table 3.5 | Estimated increase/decrease and distance of ɣmax with
varying wind-flow angle α according to measurements by Kamei and
Maruta (1979)

Graph 3.7 | Influence of wind-flow angle α on the amplifications of
several points on the mid and left side of the building according to data
by Kamei and Maruta (1979)

Graph 3.7 | Influence of wind-flow angle α on the amplifications of
several points on the mid and left side of the building according to data
by Kamei and Maruta (1979)

Graph 3.9 | Amplification factor on right front corner of a square
building with varying wind incidence angle α according to data from
Kamei and Maruta (1979)
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factors stay below the ɣ=1 boundary. Extremely low
values are shown for α=165° to α=285° which result in
very low wind-energy potential for those wind incidence
angles. Angles α=0° to α=15° and α=60° to α=135° show
the highest amplification factors and therefore have the
highest wind-energy potential. The small dip at α=105° is
probably due to inaccurate data display and reading of the
data as provided by Kamei and Maruta (1979).

Maximum values for ɣ for zone D are estimated as 0,2Uref
for H/L>1 and 0,3Uref for H/L>1. Both flow zones, the front
windward façade and back façade of a building always
show amplification factors ɣ<1 in the investigated studies.
This results in decreased wind velocity at points A and G
and is the reason why these points on the façade are nonsuitable for wind-energy generating solutions.
Amplification factors and influence area magnitudes change
over the height of a building. In other words, different
measuring height has an effect on the measured values.
Wind speeds show an increasing wind speed gradient on
the windward façade. However, in general areas with ɣ>1,
flow zone C, shows an overall decrease in amplification
values as well as in the influence area magnitude as areas
with ɣ<1 B and D show an overall increase in amplification
values. The corner streams remain the areas with ɣmax,
even beyond the height of the building. The stagnation
point at approximately z/H=0,75 is a turning point at
which all amplification values decrease for the investigated
points on the corners and the ɣmax-area, except for B which
is always constant, G and A which slightly increase due to
the upward deflected wind-flow. As the front corner points
B and C of the wind-ward façade stay up ɣ>1 which makes
these points suitable for wind-energy generating solutions
over the height of the building. Even with the fast decrease
after z/H=0,75, the amplification values stay up ɣ>1 above
the façade and roof edge. The roof plane of a building,
aside from the increased wind speeds around the corners
of the windward façade, shows decreasing wind speeds in
the shear layer zone from the corner streams towards the
back corners and back façade in a similar gradient as the
gradient on the windward façade. However, relative to the
corner streams influence height on a vertical plane, this
shear layer gradient spreads less high above the building
roof due to its shape.

3.10 Conclusions and recommendations
For several reasons, wind-energy generating façade
solutions based on wind velocities benefit from taller
and longer buildings as in general they provide higher
amplification factors, in other words higher wind velocities.
With increasing building length L of the windward façade
of a square to rectangular building or a larger L of a
rectangular building the maximum amplification factors
ɣmax occur at H/L≈1,55 in the corner streams in zone C
which also reach their maximum magnitude at this H/L
ratio. Increasing building height H of rectangular buildings
results in an increase of the H/L ratio which consequently
results in higher amplification factors and influenced flow
zone magnitudes. At H=2,5L the maximum amplification
value ɣmax and magnitude is reached. Rectangular buildings
therefore show higher amplification values around the
front corner and the ɣmax area in the corner streams than
square buildings. Moreover, rectangular buildings show
higher wind velocity decrease factors for the back corner
of the building.
When H>L approximately, the maximum amplification zone
ɣmax splits up in an area in the corner streams in flow zone C
and an area wrapped around the windward front corners of
the building. With increasing building length or height, the
ɣmax area is likely to be divided in two areas one of which is
near or wrapped around the front corners of the windward
façade and the other is situated with a significant distance
from the back corners of the façade. In addition, the ɣmaxarea
in the corner streams of square buildings is situated at a
significant distance from the building corner. Increasing
building length will decrease the distance and the area
shifts and wraps around the front windward corners of the
building. This given provides that rectangular buildings are
more suited for wind-energy generating solutions on the
façade of a building. In addition, increasing building width
W with a factor 2 has no significant effect on amplification
factors ɣ or the magnitude of relevant adjacent areas of
buildings in investigated flow zones B, C and D when W<L.
Magnification of a buildings L:W:H dimensions with factor
x while keeping the same ratio results in magnification of
the magnitude of the influence areas by an equal factor x
and an increase of amplification values due to an increase
or length L or height H.

Wind-flow angle α=15° creates the highest amplification
factor ɣmax around a square building in the corner streams
nearby the building (ratio 1:1:3) while α=45° creates the
lowest amplification factors for these streams. Wind-flow
angles α>15° show pronounced distance increase of the
ɣmax area for square buildings (ratio 1:1:3). With varying
wind-flow angle on a square building (ratio 1:1:3), the front
corner turning towards the wind-flow shows a general
decrease with increasing angle and a more pronounced
decrease after α=15° while the corner turning away from
the wind shows a less fluctuating general decrease. The
back corner points on the building sides both show a
generally increasing trend towards ɣ=1 which is more
pronounced from α=15°. A reasonable margin for varying
wind angles towards the building as more suitable location
for application of wind-energy generating solutions is
approximately 30°, 15° both ways. While these conclusions
were drawn regarding a square building, concluding from
the previous descriptions, rectangular buildings firstly
create higher amplification factors and secondly, nearer
high amplification areas wrapped around the front corners
of the building.

The magnitude of flow zones B and D increases with
increasing H/L ratio up to H/L=3. With H/L>3 the
magnitude of zone B starts to decrease. Maximum values
for ɣ for zone B are estimated to be 0,3Uref for 1<H/L<4.
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By connecting a high-pressure area with a low-pressure area, air will
flow from the high to low pressure areas, depending on the shape,
area and depth of the opening. General principles regarding these
wind-induced pressure differences on building façades and roofs
can be found in existing studies. The generated airflow can be used
to generate wind-energy. In this chapter an investigation is carried
out to appoint suitable locations on buildings and orientations for
pressure short-circuiting. This is done by determining the influence
of building dimensions and shapes on the potential wind-energy on
several location combinations for pressure short-circuiting on building
façades and roofs in combination with average yearly wind statistics.

Chapter 4

4.1 Wind-induced pressure

different wind directions throughout the year. Now also
the orientation of the building and therefore the façadeelement towards wind directions become important for
the yearly energy yield.

Short-circuiting a high-pressure area with a low-pressure
area will cause air to flow, depending on the shape, area
and depth of the opening. This concept is already used by
multiple engineers in ducted wind turbines like Dannecker
(2002), Sheerwind ™ and projects like the Pearl River tower
to generate airflow and make the product less sensitive
to wind direction changes and remove the necessity for
complicated pitch systems. The same principle of creating
a low pressure area to stimulate air flow caused by suction
is used in freestanding ducted wind turbines. The INVELOX
system is omnidirectional, but when designing a windenergy façade system, potential airflow is depending
heavily on building orientation and shape.

For this investigation on potential energy yield versus
wind directions a parametric model was created which
displays the yearly amount of energy in [J] which can
be extracted from all wind-directions for any building
orientation. A combination of points, building shape
typology and wind statistics can be chosen. These wind
statistics are composed of the mean wind velocity and
the corresponding probability from all wind directions
for Delft, Den Haag and Rotterdam. This data is obtained
from long term average measurements by the Royal Dutch
Meteorological Institute (KNMI, 2011). Besides these
cities, wind statistics can also be chosen to be the same for
all wind directions.

4.1.1 General principles
General principles regarding wind-induced pressure
differences can be found in existing studies. Multiple
studies show the highest suction for incidence angles of
15° and no pressure difference over the windward edge can
be found for a 45° incidence angle. For different building
shape typologies, Amin and Ahuja (2013) found maximum
back-face suction for a side-front ratio of 0,64. At greater
side ratios, Cp;mean-values further from the leeward edge
decline close to 0 due to flow reattachment.
Roofs have a permanent neutral or low pressure, as can
be seen in figure 4.1, which can be convenient for fixing
a wind-energy harvester in the product, as air will flow in
one direction. A clear disadvantage is the high dispersion
of values in the corner at an angle of incidence of 45°.

Figure 4.1 | Full scale Cp;mean measurements on a flat roof for 0° and 45°
angle of incidence, Baskaran and Savage (2003)

RMS values from the leading edge toward the backside
of the building found by Amin and Ahuja (2013) can be
linked to turbulence intensity in the corner streams and
recirculation zone described as a function of amplification
factors by Bottema et al. (1992), also described in paragraph
3.1, stating that areas of low amplification suffer from
higher turbulence intensity and vice versa. The relation
with RMS values can clearly be seen in figure 4.2. RMS
at the leading edge is generally much lower than further
towards the back. For buildings with an increasingly larger
depth or smaller W:D-ratio, Re-1 to Re-4 respectively, RMS
values are smaller due to the previously discussed flow
reattachments for these types of buildings, indicating a
smaller recirculation zone.
However, for the allocation of a wind-energy-generating
façade element it is crucial to know whether a variety
of wind incidence angles can be utilized and if there is
a difference in yearly energy yield as a result of airflow
induced by pressure differences. Pressure distributions
change across different angles, which can clearly be seen in
research conducted by Amin and Ahuja (2013) and Verma
et al. (2013). For this reason wind statistics can become
of decisive importance, especially when considering the
exponential relation between wind velocity and pressure,
combined with different probabilities of occurrence for

Figure 4.2 | Cp;rms values for different building shape, Amin and Ahuja
(2013)
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4.2 Investigated points on buildings

Pressure short-circuiting can be between different points
on the chosen building-shape-typologies, as described in
paragraph 4.1. Similar to amplification factors researched
by Beranek and van Koten (1979), patterns and values for
pressure do not change significantly when a buildings’
length to height ratio exceeds 1:2.5, as can be confirmed
by data from TNO and Tokyo Polytechnic University (TPU)
(2007) for all angles. For this reason the building typologies
with a larger length to height ratio can be left out. The two
building shape typologies have L:W:H ratios of 1:1:3 and
3:1:3.

When designing a façade-system based on pressure shortcircuiting, a limited range of locations are interesting,
namely (1) façade corners, because of the short distance
over which a pressure difference occurs; (2) along the
side façade, through the building, similar to a passage;
(3) connection between the façade and rooftop, because
of the negative pressure always present. To diversify the
research, the points are chosen on two locations each.
The points on the rooftop edges are chosen in the middle
and close to the edge, while the points for the façade
corners are chosen around the stagnation point at 0,8H
and near the rooftop edge. The investigated points and
their combinations are depicted in figure 4.3 and table 4.1
respectively.

Figure 4.3 | Investigated points on the buildings

Table 4.1 | Investigated point combinations on the buildings

4.3 Input data
It should be noted that the negative mean Cp-values on
side and leeward façades are lower in more turbulent
wind regimes, as discovered by both Verma et al. (2013)
and Kareem and Cermak (1984). The actual turbulence
levels in the used studies are unknown, but for TNO and
Bronkhorst are comparable. Z0 in TNOs Cp-generator is
set to 7 matching an urban environment according to the
provided documents, while Bronkhorsts’ data is generated
with a z0 of 0,8 and a displacement height of 4,5 m, so we
can assume a turbulent flow for those two datasets. The
more extreme values from TPUs data suggest an open
field air-flow. The power law exposure factor is set on ¼,
corresponding with an average urban wind profile, though
this does not state anything on turbulence.

Input data for pressures are derived from mean pressure
coefficients Cp;mean, obtained from TNOs Cp-generator,
TPUs Aerodynamic database (2007) and additional
measurements from Bronkhorsts PhD research. As
discussed by Heijmans and Wouters (2002) and Cóstola et
al. (2009), Cp-generator can be a decent base to calculate
Cp;mean. Unfortunately, in this case, the Cp-generator shows
extremely large deviations compared to the wind tunnel
measurements by Amin (2013), Verma et al. (2013),
Kareem
and Cermak (1984), Stathopoulos (1987),
Stathopoulos et al. (1999) and Kim and Kanda (2010), as
well as the data provided by TPU and Bronkhorst. This is
probably due to the fact that these Cp;mean-values are based
on measurements of a different building with the ‘bestfit’. Furthermore, values are based on measurements on a
centreline from which values for other points are calculated
with ‘distance from centreline’ as a variable. On average,
Cp;mean-values from TNO are 1,25 times more extreme than
the wind tunnel data, therefore the values are either too
high or too low. All data is used in comparison to each
other to see whether similar results are achieved.

4.4 Energy yield model
As indicated, time averaged pressures coefficients are
used. This dimensionless number indicates a relative
pressure, meaning higher or lower than the static air
pressure. Cp-values differ for each wind incidence angle.
This angle of incidence depends on the wind direction α[°]
and orientation of the building θ[°], both relative to North
as showed in figure 4.3. Mean Cp-values on any point (x)
are in this case described by:

From chapter 2 it is obtained that the average building
height of buildings on which a wind energy generating
façade element is most likely to be applied is 70 m, so
wind velocities are calculated to this height according to
the method used in paragraph 2.2.

(4.1)
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and Badian and Lucian (1992) show a significant role for
parapet height. Where a low parapet gives a low Cp or
strong suction a high parapet (>1 m) minimizes suction.

, where pressure at a measured point and static air
pressure are denoted by Px;θ-α and P0 respectively in [Pa].
Uref;α gives the free stream wind velocity coming from
direction α at building height in [m/s] and ρ is the density
of the air. Because temperature variations for different
wind directions are unknown, ρ equals 1,225 kg/m3, which
is valid for 15°C.

With all these insecurities while the goal is to identify areas
of relative high potential for the application of a pressure
induced system; a simplified method can be used. A simpler,
partly similar approach would be to use Bernoulli’s equation
to define a maximum air-flow potential, by assuming inlet
velocity to be zero. The same approach has been used
to calculate natural ventilation by Dascalaki et al. (1995).
However, the use of a discharge factor Cd and surface area
A is heavily dependent on opening characteristics such as
size, Reynolds-number, as researched by Chu et al.(2009),
location and opening-ratio, which make the discharge
coefficient vary from 0.6 to 1. Since the characteristics of
the opening are unknown at this point, there is no way to
determine this factor. A study by Ohba (2001) showed no
significant difference in discharge-coefficients for different
incidence angles and since the purpose of this paper is to
compare different locations, an ideal pipe is taken for the
sake of simplification for calculating maximum velocity
inside a duct. The simplified function for velocity being
used is based on the same Bernouilli derived equation,
assuming an inlet velocity of 0 and no losses, but without
a discharge coefficient and valid for an area of 1 m2:

NOTE: These Cp-values are valid for closed facades. When
a hole is created to connect the points, local conditions
are changed. The new equilibrium is unknown, so this
pressure potential is too optimistic, but since the design
of the opening is not known at this point, new pressure
coefficients cannot be determined yet.
Given two pressure coefficients, representing a shortcircuiting between two of the point as described in
paragraph 4.1, a pressure difference between two points
ΔP can be calculated as follows:

(4.2)

Since the used numbers are true for closed façades, it is
very difficult to state anything on the actual flow induced
by this pressure difference. Similar to design of ventilation,
Stathopoulos’ (1992) uses an approach using the orifice
equation as a base to predict airflow through a passage. An
orifice however is fundamentally different to the situation
in this report. An orifice is confined in a pipe and therefore
the air is forced through the orifice hole instead of being
able to go around, which is not the case for the near-edge
locations discussed here.

(4.3)

This wind velocity can be transformed to energy density
per m2, as described in formula 2.7 in paragraph 2.2. By
filling in ΔP defined in formula 4.2, maximum power
density from airflow induced by a pressure difference
between two points on a building rotated by θ[°] for winddirection α[°] can be formulated accordingly:

Further reading shows the problems related to the use of
the orifice equation. The orifice equation is a Bernoulli
derived equation with the addition of a discharge
coefficient Cd, which depends on opening characteristics.
A larger discharge coefficient means more of the pressurepotential is utilized.

(4.4)

Adding a discharge coefficient to this equation would
make:

As pointed out in a review article by Karava et al. (2004),
the discharge coefficient depends on a number of variables
such as porosity, opening configuration, Reynolds number,
wind incidence angle and geometry. Large differences
between studies by are reported especially for low
porosities (<10% of the façade), varying between 0,6 and
1,0. Chu et al. (2009) found a strong relation between
discharge coefficients and Reynolds-numbers, stabilizing at
0,66 for Re>18,000. For different incidence angles, a drop
in the discharge coefficient to 0,1 at 90° wind incidence
angle is reported in a study by Sawachi (2002). On the other
hand, a study by Ohba (2001) shows a discharge coefficient
remaining approximately constant across all wind
incidence angles around 0,8. Specific local design choices
can have a large impact on the amount of airflow, like the
curvature of a duct and addition of a spoiler next to the
opening, as seen in numerical calculations for Dannekers’
ducted turbine design. Also, Stathopolous (1987, 1999)

(4.5)

When calculating a yearly maximum energy potential [J],
the probability of occurrence of a certain wind direction
α[°] and its corresponding velocity [m/s] have to be
rewritten in duration Tα in seconds [s]. For this case, a year
has 3,1536 * 107 seconds, so each probability represents a
certain amount of time. Total yearly potential energy yield
between two points on a building which is oriented by θ[°]:

(4.6)
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4.5 Comparison

To identify high potential areas, all point combinations
(see paragraph 4.2) should be evaluated with and without
wind statistics. As a base, the wind statistics of Rotterdam
are used, while without wind statistics these values are
time averaged and the same for all wind directions. This
implies that orientation has no influence on the results.
The yield of each combination of points will be evaluated
on the following parameters:

• Which building orientation provides the highest
peak and what is the corresponding value? Without wind
statistics all values are the same.

• Angular variety: from how many directions is this
potential mostly gained? A smaller bandwidth means this
combination of points is more sensitive to yearly varieties
of wind directions.
• How sensitive is this yearly yield to changes in
orientation relative to peak value orientations? As a
measure the bandwidth in which the energy potential
keeps 2/3rd of its peak-value will be used. A smaller
bandwidth means less application possibilities.

Graph 4.1 | Energy distribution for point combination 1a;3a, building
1:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics

These parameters will be evaluated for each of the two
building shape typologies to identify the differences and
similarities. Furthermore, three different datasets are
evaluated parallel after which the evaluations can be
compared.
4.6 Results
All results for peak theoretical yield, corresponding building
orientations and ±45° losses are displayed in appendix B.
4.6.1 | Results TNO Cp-generator
* Numbers are in J * 109

• Averaged wind statistics:

Graph 4.2 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;3b, building
1:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics

The highest peaks for energy potential can be found for the
roof-edge combinations, being 12,8* and 10,4* for 1b;5a
and 1c;5b respectively, for both building shape typologies.
The higher yield of 1b;5a can be explained by a broader
spectrum of wind directions from which a pressure
potential is gained, as can be seen in graph 4.2. For façade
solutions, in general, higher values are found around the
stagnation point (1a;2a and 1a;3a) than for points close to
the roof-edge as can be seen in graphs 4.1 and 4.2 There
is nog significant difference in yield between corner and
through solutions, although the front-back combinations
(1;3) for both building shape typologies show a broader
angular variety spectrum than the corner solutions, which
can be seen by comparing graph 4.2 and 4.3. The broadest
angular variety spectrum is found for 1b;5a, as seen in
graph 4.5.
• With wind statistics:
The roof-edge combinations still have the highest potential,
which occurs around 225°, however, most of this potential
is gained from wind coming from the South-West, as

Graph 4.3 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;2b, building
1:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics
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clearly seen in graphs 4.5. Also, roof-edge combinations
have only one peak, compared to two peaks for the
other four. These peaks occur whenever one of the two
points faces southwest. Points at stagnation height still
gain more compared to points at roof height and frontback combinations lose a lot of yield compared to corner
combinations due to their broader angular spectrum, so
less energy is gained from the opposing wind direction (NE).
It seems that the roof edge solutions have smaller losses
at ±45° orientation, as shown in table 4.2. For building
shape typology 3:1:3 peak values for corner and front-back
combinations are closer to each other compared to 1:1:3.

Graph 4.4 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;5a, building
1:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics

Table 4.2 | Indication of ±45° orientation sensitivity for Cp-generator

4.6.2 | Results Tokyo Polytechnic University (no rooftop
statistics)
* Numbers are in J * 109

• No wind statistics:
Due to the unfortunate lack of pressure statistics for the
roof, the roof-edge combinations cannot be compared
to the other combinations. For 1:1:3 differences in peak
values are very small, with the combinations at stagnation
height giving slightly higher values than at rooftop-height.
Remarkably, the contrary is valid for building shape
typology 3:1:3, where the points at rooftop height show
somewhat higher values. This difference between building
shape typologies is shown in graph 4.6 and 4.7. Frontback combinations 1a;3a and 1b;3b show a slightly higher
angular variety, as shown in graph 4.8 and 4.9.

Graph 4.5 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;5a, building
1:1:3 at 225° orientation and Rotterdam wind statistics

• With wind statistics:
Higher values shift towards the corner combinations for
both building shape typologies , again due to the presence
of a prevailing wind which diminishes the larger angular
variety of the front-back combinations. On top of that,
the corner combinations (1a;2a and 1b;2b) are far less
sensitive to ±45° building orientation, as seen in table
4.3. In building typology 3:1:3 only one peak angle is
found for these corner combinations. As expected, peak
values are generally seen on orientations where one of
the two chosen points is facing southwest. Remarkably,
both combinations at stagnation height (1a;2a and 1a;3a)
have significantly lower yields at 3:1:3, as demonstrated in
graphs 4.10 and 4.11 for the corner combination, while the
other two remain roughly the same.

Graph 4.6 | Energy distribution for point combination 1a;2a, building
3:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics
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Table 4.3 | Indication of ±45° orientation sensitivity for Cp-data from TPU

4.6.3 | Results Bronkhorsts Cp-data
* Numbers are in J * 109

• No wind statistics:

The highest yield (2,4*) is found for the front-back
combination at stagnation height (1a;3a) and the lowest
(1,7*) is found for the central roof-edge combination
(1c;5b). In agreement with the other two square building
typologies, the front-back combination at rooftop height
shows a relatively low value (1,8*) at rooftop height.

Graph 4.8 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;2b, building
3:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics

Similar to the other datasets, front-back combinations
show a relatively larger angular variety (similar to graph
4.8 and 4.9). In contrast with TNOs Cp-generator, roofedge combination 1b;5a has a small angular variety, as
depicted in graph 4.12. Roof-edge combinations 1c;5b
on the other hand shows a wide angular variety, but this
data is doubtful since a large portion of this potential is
gained when both points are facing the leeward side of the
building (see graph 4.13).

Graph 4.9 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;3b, building
3:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics

Graph 4.10 | Energy distribution for point combination 1a;2a, building
1:1:3 at 235° orientation and Rotterdam wind statistics

Graph 4.7 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;2b, building
3:1:3 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics
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• With wind statistics:
Highest potential energy yield shifts towards roofedge combination (1b;5a) and the corner combination
at rooftop height (1b;2b), with values of 3,6* and 3*
respectively, where without wind statistics the roof-edge
combination 1b;5a showed one of the lower values,
illustrating the impact of wind statistics. As expected,
highest yield shows when the combinations are facing
southwest. However, corner combinations (1a;2a and
1b;2b) show only one peak, where two peaks can be seen
in the other two datasets. Graph 4.14 shows two separate
peak wind directions at peak-yield-orientation and a drop
to zero in between. In agreement with TPUs data, corner
combinations show a smaller loss for ±45° buildingorientation, while combination 1b;5a has a relatively large
loss, as shown in table 4.4.

Graph 4.11 | Energy distribution for point combination 1a;2a, building
3:1:3 at 235° orientation and Rotterdam wind statistics

Table 4.4 | Indication of ±45° orientation sensitivity for Cp-data from
Bronkhorst

Graph 4.12 | Energy distribution for point combination 1b;5a, building
1:1:4 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics

Graph 4.13 | Energy distribution for point combination 1c;5b, building
1:1:4 at 0° orientation and averaged wind statistics

Graph 4.14 | Energy distribution for point combination 1a;2a, building
1:1:4 at 275° orientation and Rotterdam wind statistics
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4.7 Evaluation per solution

From the results in paragraph 4.6 large differences can
be seen and each combination has its own benefits and
limitations. There is no single combination that has an
unquestionable advantage over the others. This study
should be used in combination with other findings/
considerations in order to determine which solution is the
most suitable. The six investigated point combinations can
be seen as three very distinct types of end-solutions, with
each of them having other boundary conditions concerning
building technology, they can be discussed separately:
• Corner combinations 1a;2a and 1b;2b:

When not taking wind statistics into account, the
combination at stagnation height (1a;2a) shows peaks
well above average in all studies except TPUs building
typology 3:1:3. The combination at rooftop-height (1b;2b)
has an average potential. When wind statistics are applied,
1a;2a remains well above average while data on 1b;2b
becomes very diverse. In TNOs case it has the lowest
potential energy yield, while for the other two results
are well above average. There is no clear difference in
orientation variety between both points. Compared to
other points, corner combinations are the least sensitive
to ±45° building-orientation. According to Cp;rms data from
TPU, illustrated in figure 4.4 turbulence can be expected
to be higher compared to other the other solutions.

the poorest rated combination, also when taking wind
statistics into account. On the contrary, in Bronkhorsts case
1b;5a and 1c;5b have moderate to low yields respectively
without wind statistics. With wind statistics they become
the highest and lowest rated combinations. No clear view
on angular variety can be presented for these points as
results are mixed and exactly opposing between the two
data sets. although for 1c;5b it should be noted that high
values are shown when both points are effectively near or
in a separation bubble, with a high chance of turbulence
(figure 4.4).
4.8 Conclusions and recommendations
As the choice for a system type depends on so much more
than just energy yields, a quick overview of positive and
negative qualities of each combination is given. Depending
on other design issues and choices this information can be
used to choose an adequate location.
• Corner combinations 1a;2a and 1b;2b:
+ Above average peak at stagnation height
+ Large range of other applicable locations (various
heights)
+ Low sensitivity to building-orientation
± Turbulence expected, depending on the outlets
location
± Average angular bandwidth, moderate sensitivity to
annual variety in wind rose
± Depending on presence of dominant wind direction
- No unambiguous answer for yield at rooftop height
- Relying on presence of dominant wind direction

• Front-back combinations 1a;3a and 1b;3b:
Without wind statistics the combination at stagnation
height (1a;3a) has a relative high potential yield
throughout all studies, in contrast with the combination
at rooftop-height, which is poor to moderate except for
TPUs building typology 3:1:3. With wind statistics applied,
the peak yield results for 1a;3a shift to relatively average/
moderate. Similar, peak yield results for 1b;3b shift to
relatively low values. This difference can be explained by
the presence of a dominant wind direction with higher
average wind velocities ranging from South to West.
As peak values occur whenever one point is facing this
direction, one point is always facing the opposite direction
(North to East), unlike the corner solutions which have
both points close to the dominant wind direction. Also, it
seems ±45° building-orientation causes an above average
drop in potential yield. According to Cp;rms data from TPU,
illustrated in figure 4.4 turbulence can be expected to be
lower compared to other the other solutions, although still
present as the point on the leeward side of the building
lies in the recirculation zone (see paragraph 3.7.6).

• Front-back combinations 1a;3a and 1b;3b:
+ High angular variety, less sensitive to annual variety
in wind rose
+ Large range of other applicable locations (various
heights), although significant lower yield at rooftop
height
± Works better without dominant wind directions
- Very high sensitivity to change of building-orientation
- Chance of large visual impact (too large)
- Relatively low peak value’s in Dutch wind statistics
- Chance of major flow losses due to large distance
between two points
- Negative Cp-values used on leeward face might
encounter more turbulence than other solutions
- Relatively low turbulence compared to other solutions
• Roof-edge combinations 1b;5a and 1c;5b (no data from
TPU):

• Roof-edge combinations 1b;5a and 1c;5b (no data
from TPU):

+ Highest peak values for 1b;5a, 1c;5b remains uncertain
± Turbulence expected, depending on the outlets
location
± Low angular variety bandwidth, but possibilities for
switchable entrance (figure 4.5)
± Mixed sensitive to change in orientation
- Some uncertainty about peak values, especially on the

Only two cases can be used to compare these points.
Between these two studies great discrepancies are found
when it comes to peak yields. In TNOs case both points
have the highest peak yields compared to the other
solutions, with values 4 or 5 times higher compared to
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centre combination 1c;5b
- Possibly large difference between roof-edge side and
centre locations, indication less application possibilities

Figure 4.4 | Cp;rms values on all facades for 0° angle of incidence (TPU)

Figure 4.5 | Possible addition of extra (switchable) point to increase
potential and angular variety
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Although as Bottema (1993) states, wind-flow and pressures around a
building are highly dependent on each other, there is no simple relation
between pressures over a building and wind velocities. For example,
increased wind velocities are driven by pressure differences over a
building, however there is no equation for calculating either parameter
linked to the other. Therefore, in this chapter similarities and differences
in wind-flow patterns, amplifications trends and pressure patterns on
and around a building are discussed in order to appoint conditions and
recommendations for the application of wind-energy generating solutions
based on wind velocities or pressure differences on the building façade.

Chapter 5

1 | Corner stream C always shows the highest wind
amplifications, corresponding with low pressures in that
area. On the wind-ward façade, amplification factors in
flow zone C corner streams decrease towards the building
rooftop height, which can be related to pressure patterns
on the windward façade. However, this relation is not
present for the side façades due to the presence of the
separation bubble originating between the side façades
and corner streams flow zones C. This implies an opposite
relation when considering pressure differences over the
building, where the highest potential is found between
rooftop height and stagnation height, as seen in figure 5.1

Figure 5.1 | Cp;mean a square building on all faces 1:1:4 at α=0° (TPU)

2 | When considering flow zone C for square buildings,
the measurements by Kamei and Maruta (1979) show
that amplification factors increase with increasing building
height while simultaneously the area of ɣmax shifts to the
leeward side of the building. This shift is also visible when
comparing pressure coefficients for different building
heights. The area of lowest pressures grows towards
the leeward side, however values on the corners do not
change significantly. The same is true when increasing the
height of rectangular buildings, where areas of relative low
pressure on the side façades increase for higher buildings,
indicating more suction on towards the leeward façade.
This is in agreement with higher amplification factors
and influence area magnitude found by Beranek and van
Koten (1979). However, no relation can be found between
pressure and amplification factors on wind-ward corners
and pressure distribution on the side façade near the
wind-ward edge, which is displayed in figure 5.2

Figure 5.2 | Comparison of Cp;mean on side façade with different building
heights at α=0° (TPU)

3 | By increasing the length of the building, in this case
the wind-ward façade (seen in figure 5.3), corners
stream amplification factors also increase. Moreover, the
fragmented ɣmax-area of the corner stream increases as
the area simultaneously shifts towards the leeward side
of the building and away from the façade as appointed
previously. The second area of ɣmax is concentrated around
the wind-ward corners instead of the side façades. These
altered positions of ɣmax in the corner streams can also be
spotted in pressure patterns on the side façades. Cp-values
on the front corners for buildings with a wider windward façade decrease, indicating higher velocities, while
pressure on the bottom corners of the side façade increase
could possibly be linked with lower amplifications due to
the shifted area of ɣmax.

Figure 5.3 | Cp;mean on a rectangular building 3:1:4 at α=0° (TPU)

In conclusion, a higher wind-energy potential can be found
for buildings with a wider wind-ward façade (α=0°), when
only taking amplification factors into account. In contrast,
pressure potential decreases for a wider wind-ward façade.
4 | Increasing the width of a building, in this case increasing
the length of the side façade, results in a decrease of
amplification factors towards the leeward façade due to
flow reattachment, which corresponds to more neutral
pressures found by Amin and Ahuja (2013) for increased
building depths, seen in figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 | Comparison of Cp;mean on the R-sideward faces of a building
with different building depths (Amin and Ahuja, 2013), wind coming
from the left, α=0°.

5 | While there is no direct relation or equation for windflow amplifications and pressure differences over a
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building, there are a few similarities visible for both trends.
These similarities however only occur in areas where the
separation bubble is absent. This is confirmed by multiple
comparisons of data on amplification factors and pressure
differences over a building. Part of the corner streams flow
zone C and the pressure coefficients on the façade next
to the separation bubble, are separated by the separation
bubble. This results in significantly higher Cp;rms in the area
where the separation bubble is present which could indicate higher turbulence in the separation bubble, a more
complex relation and therefore absence of a clear trend relation between amplification factors and pressures in the
area. Further along the side façade and the leeward façade
of the building where the separation bubble is absent, the
relation is visible.
6 | In general, wind-flow phenomena in the recirculation
zone D can be related to pressure-patterns occurring on
the side façade. On the other hand, there is no clear relation between amplification factors in the frontal vortex
zone B and separation bubble with the local pressure-patterns on the front and side façade respectively.
7 | The highest amplification factor is found for α=15° in
the corner stream near the now slightly wind-ward facing
façade. Similar to this amplification, the highest suction is
found for the same wind angle of incidence.

8 | Amplification factors at the leeward edge increasing
significantly towards ɣ=1,0 for a wind incidence angle of
α=45°, meaning there is potential for a wind-energy generating solution, based on wind amplification applied to
the back corners of the building. While on the contrary,
pressure differences sharply decrease for such an angle of
incidence.
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In chapter 3 to 5, square and rectangular buildings were investigated
on wind flow around the building, wind velocity amplifications and
wind induced pressures. It is clear that modifying the shape of the
building by altering one or more building dimension parameters
has an effect on wind characteristics as the wind-ward façade
changes in shape. Modifying the corner shape or roof-edge shape
of a building needless to say, also changes the shape of a building
and therefore its effect on the wind characteristics around it. The
effects of building edge modifications are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 6

6.1 Introduction

6.2 Effect of edge modification on wind flow patterns

Mostly edge modifications of buildings are studied in
order to improve the wind conditions around a building,
in particular pedestrian level wind conditions to improve
pedestrians wind comfort (Stathopoulos, 1985) or to
improve a buildings performance and sensitivity to wind
loads and responses (Amin and Ahuja, 2010) (Shiraishi et
al., 1988). While the purpose of this research is to appoint
locations on the most suited building shape typologies for
the application of a wind-energy system on the façade,
the desired effect of edge modifications is in contrast
to the mentioned purposes of other researchers. The
edge shapes should contribute to higher wind velocities
or a higher pressure differences on a building as both
phenomena could result in higher wind-energy yield at
certain positions on which these occur. The effects of
edge shapes could also be useful to derive guidelines
for the shape of such a wind-energy system itself. In this
chapter three types of edge modifications are considered;
chamfered corners, rounded corners and corners with
fins including the effect of parapets on a roof edge.
These modifications are related to regular sharp corners
and roof edges of a square building in order to address
their effect on wind characteristics around the building.
Finally, by investigating the effect of these edge shapes,
recommendations can be derived from the effect of the
investigated shapes which can be helpful for the design of
a wind-energy system on the building façade to optimize
the potential wind-energy yield and efficiency. The edge
modifications are discussed with a wind incidence angle
of 0°, unless stated otherwise. All definitions used in this
chapter are explained graphically in figure 6.1.

6.2.1 | Chamfered corners
Buildings with chamfered corners in comparison with
square buildings were studied by Stathopoulos (1985).
The purpose of his study as mentioned before was to
present results of corner modifications which improve
the pedestrian level wind conditions. In contrast to
Stathopoulos, in this paragraph chamfered corners are
investigated to determine whether chamfered corners have
the opposite effect. Stathopoulos investigated a square
building of 30x30m on a 1:400 scale with two building
heights of 60 and 180 m and the effect of chamfering one
of its corners with 45°. The measurements of wind speeds
around the building are shown in figure 6.2.
Slightly chamfering a corner with a small distance c
of c=0,05L-0,1L from the sharp corner, increases the
amplifications in the corner streams flow zone C slightly
with 6,67%. Also the corner streams, including the ɣmaxarea shifts closer towards the building side façades. This is a
result of less deviated wind flows due to the chamfering of
the corner according to Stathopoulos. However, increasing
the chamfering of the corner c>0,1, results in a slight
decrease of the amplification values of 6,67 to 14,29%
depending on distance c as chamfering corners decreases
the length of the wind-ward façade which slightly reduces
the downward vortex (see figure 3.2) resulting in lower
amplifications. The corner streams are also shifted further
away from the wind-ward building corners towards the
leeward corners. The low amplification areas with ɣ<1 shift
towards the chamfered edge with an increasing c resulting
in much lower wind velocity in the area adjacent to the
building corner in comparison to the adjacent area of a
sharp corner.

Figure 6.1 | Edge modifications that are investigated.
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Figure 6.2 | Measurements on the
effect of chamfering a corner of a
square building by Stathopoulos
(1985).

In conclusion, chamfering a building corner slightly with
c<0,1L could be beneficial for a wind-energy system based
on wind velocities in the adjacent area as the influence
areas shift towards the building, this is only true 0°. For
45°, the corner streams are relatively far away from the
building for a sharp cornered square building or a square
building with a chamfered corner.

Buildings with a corner cut seem to have a similar effect on
the influences wind flow zones adjacent to the building.
Rectangular buildings with a small corner cut 0,05L to 0,17L,
similar to a small chamfered corner, results in less deviated
corner streams. In other words, the corner streams shift
towards the side façades of the building (Shiraishi et al.,
1988). Increasing the corner cut >0,17L however gradually
restores the influences areas back towards the effect of a
sharp edged building.

6.2.2 | Chamfered roof edge
Chamfering the roof edge of a building also proves to
affect the corner streams flow zone C as shown in figure
6.4. The ɣmax-area slightly decreases in value with 6,67%,
similar to chamfering the building corner. The shape of the
corner stream also changes as the lower amplification area
stretches out further in along-wind direction and the high

The effect of a chamfered corner with a wind incidence
angle of 45° is similar to 0°. Amplification factors decrease
slightly with a large chamfer. The corner streams are also
reduced in magnitude. However, the position of the corner
streams already relatively far away from the building at 45°
for square buildings as described in chapter 3.9. This is also
the case for a square building with a chamfered corner
faced wind-ward. Chamfering the wind-ward corner at
45° does not have an effect on the position of the corner
stream in contrast to an angle of incidence of 0°.

Figure 6.4 | Measurements on the effect of chamfering a roof edge by
Stathopoulos (1985).

Figure 6.3 | Corner cut (Shiraishi et al., 1988).
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6.2.5 | Conclusions and recommendations

amplification area decreases in magnitude. It does not
shift towards the side façade as with chamfered corners.
Values and magnitude of flow zones B and D stay the
same. Stathopoulos (1985) unfortunately only presents
measurements at a measuring height of 10 m. According
to Blackmore (1988) a chamfer reduces the speed and
deviation from the building of the upward vortex (see #15
in figure 3.2) similar to chamfering a building corner. In
conclusion, a chamfered roof edge does not improve the
conditions for implementing a wind-energy system.

A small chamfer (0,05L – 0,1L) or corner cut (0,05L – 0,17L)
is a relatively small modification in relation to the size of
the building which results in an increase of amplifications
in the corner streams and could therefore be beneficial for
implementing a wind-energy system. Thereby chamfering
a building corner results in a less deviated corner stream,
this shifts the higher amplification areas closer to the
building which is also an advantage for a wind-energy
system on the building façade. On the contrary a large
chamfer, corner cut or rounded corner decreases the
length of the wind-ward façade of a building and therefore
decreases the amplification area and values. This does not
have a beneficial effect for wind-energy systems as lower
wind velocities decrease the energy yield. The opposite is
true for building corners with fins; these increase the windward façade of a building and result in a larger influence
area and higher amplification factors. However, for fins to
have a significant effect on the influence areas they would
need a certain length which in most cases would also have
a larger impact on the building and cannot be integrated
subtly.

6.2.3 | Rounded edges
Similar to a building with chamfered corners, the length of
the wind-ward part of the façade is smaller with circular
buildings in comparison to square buildings. According to
Stathopoulos (1985), this results in a decreased downward
vortex and therefore lower amplifications around a circular
building. Okamoto and Uemura (1991) conclude that the
drag of a cylinder is smaller than for a square shape which
is a result of decreased wind velocity. Similar to chamfered
corners, a rounded corner decreases the deviation of
the corner streams from the building resulting in an
overall less influenced area which is not beneficial for the
implementation of a wind-energy system. The deviation
of the corner streams itself closer to the building could
however be beneficial.

6.3 Effect of corner modifications on façade pressure
differences
6.3.1 | Rounded corners

6.2.4 | Fins

Rounding of corners of a square building is often proposed
as a measure to reduce drag and lateral forces causing
wind loads to be 20-40% lower, which is also taken into
consideration in building codes, according to Amin and
Ahuja (2010). In the most extreme case of a cylinder,
drag is minimal and air flows smoother past the building
allowing for less pressure build-up on the wind-ward side
of the round cylinder compared to a square building.
Also, pressure changes more gradually along the cylinders
surface instead of abruptly, as is the case for a square, sharp
edged building. This is illustrated by figures 6.5 and 6.6.
In the search for large pressure differences, the distance
between high and low pressures becomes a problem,
as well as the fact that a small change in wind direction
may change relative pressure on a certain location from
positive to negative.

In contrast to chamfered or rounded edges, fins extend
a building edge which essentially sharpens a building
corner. With the results of paragraph 3.3, adding fins to
the wind-ward corners of a building increases the length
of the wind-ward façade which should result in increased
magnitude of the influenced flow zones and slightly higher
wind velocities in the corner streams of flow zone C.
Amin and Ahuja (2010) conclude that with added fins the
projected area of the building is increased which results in
an increased drag force, as a result of increased velocities.
In addition, adding fins to building corners could also
result in a more beneficial location of ɣmax-area closer to
the building for the application of a wind-energy system
as can be concluded from paragraph 3.3. However to put
this effect of fins in perspective, adding fins to a building
to achieve significant effects on amplification factors,
magnitude and location, results in fins which are relatively
large. Adding small fins to a building will not have such a
significant beneficial effect. Unfortunately there are no
measurements of the implementation of fins to a building;
therefore no data can be provided which show the precise
change in value, magnitude or location of the wind flow
zones.
The same applies for fins on the roof edge, such as parapets.
Parapets can be seen as an extension of the building height
which causes a larger downward vortex resulting in higher
velocities in the corner streams. However, as mentioned
before such a significant effect will only be achieved
with a significantly large parapet. A small parapet does
not contribute such a noticeable part to the height of a
building to achieve significantly higher amplifications.

Figure 6.5 (l) | Cp;mean on a circle, Zhang and Zhou (2001)
Figure 6.6 (r) |Cp;mean on a rectangle, Cheng and Liu (2000)

For less extreme cases similar principles apply. Looking
at square buildings with rounded corners, Tamura et al.
(1998) found a smaller positive Cp;mean on the sides of the
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the start of the corner, in this case 1/6L from the windward
façade. Along the windward façade Cp;mean drops to 0 at the
start of the corner, in this case 1/6L from the side of the
building and drops to -1,5 at 1/6W of the side façade, as
can be seen in graph 6.1. It should be noted that these
values are generated using CFD without any specification
for a wind profile.

Similar to complete cylinders, the more gradual decrease
in pressure also means a larger distance between high
and low pressures. In the centre of the windward façade
pressures are similar to those of a rectangular building,
however suction on the leeward façade is smaller.
Unfortunately, no results are reported for side façades.
Comparable results are reported by Okamoto and Uemura
(1991) with relatively lower pressures on the windward
façade with increasing radius r, making the distance
between high and low pressure areas larger when
considering corner combinations (1a;2a and 1b;2b), as
described in graph 6.2. Also, suction on the leeward face
decreases with increasing radius r, decreasing potential for
front-back combinations 1a;3a and 1b;3b compared to a
square building (r=0). Results for different measurement
heights show similar patterns, although values for all
shapes are relatively low above H=0,5.
In agreement with findings on highest suction for square
buildings at 15° angle wind incidence by Verma and Ahuja
(2013), Tamura and Miyagi (1999) found maximum negative
lift for square buildings between 10° and 15° angle of
incidence for both uniform and turbulent wind, indicating
large pressure differences from side-to-side. Shapes with
round corners experience maximum suction at 5° angle
of incidence. For the entire range of angles of incidence
lift is reduced for rounded corner shapes, indicating a
relatively smaller pressure difference between the two
side façades. This relatively small pressure difference
will imply a lower potential for front-back combinations
1a;3a and 1b;3b compared to square buildings, especially
when the short-circuit is located near the corners where
pressures differences change more gradually between
façades. Possibly, potential for the corner combinations is
lower as well, but this cannot be verified.

Square		

Chamfered

Rounded

Graph 6.1 | Cp;mean values for different corner modifications, Tamura et
al. (1998).

Graph 6.2 | Cp;mean along façade 1-4, 2R/D=0 represents a square to
2R/D=1 representing a circle (Okamoto and Uemura, 1991)

6.3.2 | Chamfered corners
Similar to rounded corners, chamfered corners also
decrease pressure towards the sides of the windward
façade, according to Tamura et al. (1998), as illustrated by
graph 6.1. Instead of a gradual pressure drop across the
corner modification towards the side façade as can be
seen for rounded corners, pressure across the chamfered
edge decreases and increases closer to the side façade,
indicating flow separation and reattachment respectively.
According to Tamura and Miyagi (1999), maximum pressure
difference for chamfered buildings occurs between 5°
and 10° angle of incidence and over the entire range of
angles lift is generally lower compared to square corners.
Thus, similar to rounded corners, potential for front-back
combinations (1a;3a and 1b;3b) is expected to be lower
and optimal utilisation of pressure differentials in corner-

Graph 6.3(t) and 6.4(b) | Cp;rms-values for different corner modifications,
Tamura et al. (1998)
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combinations (1a;2a and 1b;2b) requires more distance,
which has negative effects on the discharge coefficient
described in paragraph 4.4
6.3.3 | Parapet on square buildings
When considering utilizing a pressure differential between
a façade and rooftop (1b;5a and 1c;5b), the presence of a
parapet can have noticeable effects on the low pressure
on the rooftop, as can be concluded from multiple studies.
Most studies focus on the corner on flat roofs where the
highest peak-and-mean suction is present (where 1b;5a is
located), especially for an angle of incidence of 45° as seen
in Badian and Lucian (1992). However, the high pressure
area on point 1b is slightly lower at 45°. According to wind
tunnel data from Badian and Lucian (1992), Stathopoulos
and Baskaran (1987) and Stathopoulos et al. (1999),
strongest suction on point 5a at 0° angle of incidence
occurs in the absence of a parapet. When the angle of
incidence in increased, more suction (lower Cp;mean) is
found for parapet heights of 1,5 and 0,5m respectively. A
higher parapet causes suction to decrease.

Graph 6.5 | Cp;mean for different scale models and studies, Stathopoulos
et al. (1999).

There are two issues to address when interpreting these
measurements. Firstly, Stathopoulos et al. (1999) point
out the influence of scale. Larger models experience lower
mean pressures, with differences up to 50%. Strongest
suction around point 5a occurs for a parapet height of
0,01L on all scales though, as illustrated in graph 6.5.
Secondly, a different measuring location can make a large
difference for mean pressure values, as observed by Badian
and Lucian (1992) for angles of incidence above 20°, even
for locations very close to each other (illustrated in graph
6.6 and figure 6.7).

Graph 6.6 | Comparison of Cp;mean at two nearby locations for different
parapet heights and angles of incidence, Badian and Lucian (1992)

6.3.4 | Side-fins
Little is known on the effect of side-fins to a buildings’
surface pressure, although comparative wind tunnel
measurements by Kwok and Bailey (1987) showed a drop
in the cross-wind response of the structure by adding fins,
however this does not state anything on mean pressures.
Along wind response increases, together with drag,
indicating a pressure build-up in front of the building,
generating a higher pressure difference for front-back
combinations (1a;3a and 1b;3b). One approach to the
influence of two fins on the side of the windward façade on
pressure on side faces 2 and 4 is to compare the shape to a
trapezoid. Cheng and Lui (2000) report pressure coefficient
between -0,9 and -2,2 for a trapezoid compared to -1 and
-1,75 for a square building, showing a significant increase
in fluctuations of pressure coefficient for a sharper edge. It
should be noted that this approach is not valid when two
extra fins are added to the leeward side of the building.
Another approach is to compare fins on all corners to
parapets. Looking to studies by Badian and Lucian (1992),
Stathopoulos and Baskaran (1987) and Stathopoulos et
al. (1999) for 0° angle of incidence a parapet; in this case
fin; decreased suction. Effects on side façades 2 and 4 will
be different to rooftops, as suction on a rooftop is usually
stronger than on a side façade. Following these analogies
imply that mean suction on the side façades 2 and 4

Figure 6.7 | Full scale Cp;mean measurements
on a flat roof for 0° and 45° angle of incidence,
Baskaran and Savage (2003)
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decreases and pressure on the front façade increases. The
amount of decrease and increase respectively is unknown
and should be further investigated, since the difference
is important for corner combinations (1a;2a and 1b;2b).
Also, fins provide an opportunity to decrease the distance
between high and low pressures.
6.4 Conclusions and recommendations

Comparing the effects of rounded corners and chamfered
corners on wind flows, amplifications and pressure
differences on the façades, for wind-energy systems based
on wind velocities or pressure differences both corner
modifications do not provide benefits for the efficiency
or potential yield in general. A regular corner provides a
smaller distance between the pressure differences on
the façade in comparison to a round or chamfered corner
which benefits a wind-energy system based on pressure
differences. For wind-energy systems based on wind
velocity sharp corners provide more highly influenced flow
zones. However as mentioned before, a small chamfering
or corner cut does indeed shift the influence areas closer
to the building which is an advantage for a wind-energy
system based on wind velocity but does not benefit a
system based on pressure differences. Corners with a fin
were not investigated on amplifications or pressures on the
façade before. Therefore only the following assumptions
can be made; for wind-energy systems based on pressure
differences, it is assumed that a fin would bring the pressure
differences between façade 1 and 2 closer together which
is an advantage for a short-circuit system. For wind-energy
systems based on wind velocity, a fin could provide slightly
higher wind velocities as essentially a fin is an elongating
element to the façade. However, it is unknown whether
a fin attached to a building corner would deviate the
wind flow closer to the building or further away from the
building as there are no measurements available.
For roof edge combination 1b;5a low parapets of 0,5 – 1
m are beneficial as such a low parapets provides higher
suction on the roof for a wind-energy system. However,
this strong suction is mostly caused by a wind angle
of incidence of 45° therefore wind statistics are very
important for this given. At this angle of incidence, areas
of extreme high and low suction are very close together,
making it difficult to allocate a wind energy solution. For
a wind-energy system based on wind velocity, a parapet
could provide slightly higher wind amplifications along the
height of the building as a parapet essentially elongates the
building. However, for such an effect the parapet should
be of significant height in order to contribute a noticeable
difference to the influence areas. Similar to fins on building
corners, for parapets is it unknown in what manner the
parapet would influence the deviation of wind flow around
the building roof.
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In this chapter 41 different horizontal and vertical axis wind-turbines
are compared in order to provide a list of the most adequate windturbines for the implementation in a wind-energy façade system.
The turbines are compared on several dimensional and financial
aspects and their performance in various terms of wind-energy yield.
For the comparison data is used from the previous chapters on the
two distinct systems based on wind-flow patterns and amplifications
and wind-induced pressure short-circuiting combined with windstatistics and performance data of the wind-turbines. Also a few newly
developed unconvential wind-energy harvesters are briefly discussed.

Chapter 7

7.1 Introduction
To be able to choose an adequate wind-energy harvester, a
simple comparison of rated wind speeds, cut-in speeds and
cost is not sufficient when designing a wind energy façade
system. For example, a smaller lightweight product with
low vibrations has an advantage over large heavy products
due to smaller structural demands and possibly loss of
floor area or a larger architectural impact when placed
outside the buildings footprint. Wind statistics are of great
influence on decision-making. Some turbines have relative
high power output for low wind velocities, while others
may not even work. The 41 investigated wind turbines are
assessed primarily on the following parameters for corner
stream amplifications and pressure short circuiting:

Figure 7.1 | Wind-turbine dimensional parameters; volume (l) and surface area (r).

A pre-selection was made, excluding turbines with a return
of investment above 40 years and a volumetric yield below
120 kWh/m3, both important criteria for the design of an
architecturally integrated wind energy façade system. This
leaves 20 turbines for further evaluation. Remarkably, a
relatively large portion (11/14) of VAWTs was eliminated
for being too large and expensive, besides being very
heavy.

• Yearly yield (kWh): Cut-in and cut-out speeds are
taken into account by including power output for all
wind velocities. For both pressure short-circuiting and
amplification factors a best case scenario is used. Losses
are heavily depending on detailed design choices.
• Return of investment: based on yearly yield without
maintenance costs and interest rates. A kWh price of
€0,23 is used. The towers costs will be excluded because
the product will be attached to the building. It should
be noted that a larger turbine will most likely require a
larger support structure and therefore increase costs.
• Yearly yield per area unit (kWh/m2): defined as yearly
yield divided by the swept area, independent of rudder
and generator size.
• Yearly yield per volume unit (kWh/m3): this is a measure
for the amount of space a certain product requires to
produce energy (see figure 6.1) and rotate. A smaller
value means a relatively large functional and/or visual
impact for a relatively small amount of energy.
• Weight per running meter (kg/m): a heavy product will
require a stronger structure. A large, space consuming
product will have an opportunity to spread its load on
a larger surface area, decreasing point loads (see figure
6.1)
• Reliability of manufacturer’s data: some efficiencies as
provided exceed the Betz-limit of 59,6%. Usually, a welldesigned turbine hardly exceeds 30-35%. Therefore,
a peak efficiency above this limit is highly unreliable.
Some of the evaluated turbines have peak efficiencies
above 300%. Comparing independent measured power
curves from Mertens (2010) with manufacturer data, it
appears that more realistic efficiency data corresponds
with more agreement between the manufacturers and
measured power curves.

7.2 Estimating yield for pressure short-circuiting
around 0,75H and 1H
Data on Cp;mean from Bronkhorsts’ PhD research is used as
a base for estimating the yield at 0,75 H and the roof-edge
height at 1H in this paragraph, because roof-top values are
more in agreement with other studies (described in 4.3),
unlike TNOs’ data. TPUs’ does not have values for rooftops.
Point combinations 1a;2a and 1b;5a for corner-cuts and
rooftop-edge respectively. Front-back combinations will be
left out because this combination requires the absence of
windows along the façade and add a lot of material along
the façade to accommodate a duct, which contradicts
with the principles of trias hylica for sustainable design
(Brouwers, 2010). Low energy potential combined with
the previously mentioned drawbacks however is not
justified sufficiently by a slightly higher angular variety.

Besides the criteria above, also sound-levels are
investigated. This is a secondary criterion because acoustic
measures can be taken, while the criteria above are fixed.
For building occupant comfort upper limits are 35 dB for
bedrooms (night time) according to Dutch building codes
(Bouwbesluit 2012). A partition wall requires a minimal
20 dB soundproofing, thus a wind energy harvester +
background noise may produce 55 dB, unless additional
measures are taken. For offices this limit is slightly higher
(60 dB). For background noise 40 dB is assumed.

Figure 7.2 | Point-combinations used for the turbine comparison.
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NOTE: Wind velocities inside the duct are calculated using
the method from 4.4, representing a best case scenario
with a discharge coefficient Cd = 1.

Instead of time averaging wind statistics, each category
n of wind velocity, ranging from 0,45 m/s to 39,45 m/s
redefined for 50 m and 100 m height according to formula
2.1 as described in 2.2, in order to be able to investigate
the wind turbines for different heights on the defined
parameters. Each wind velocity may or may not occur
for each wind direction α resulting in variable Uref;n;α If a
category of velocity is not represented, 0 m/s will be used.
Combined with mean pressure coefficients for each wind
direction Cp;1;α-θ and Cp;2;α-θ a range of pressure induced
wind velocities Up;n;α [m/s] for a given building-orientation
θ can be described:
(7.1)

Each occurring wind velocity Up;n;α-θ occurs during a certain
period of time Tn;α each year and has a corresponding power
output defined as Pn;α-θ [W], derived from manufacturer
data and in some cases complemented with independent
measurements. Thus total annual yield E [J] for all wind
directions and velocities can be described by:

Figure 7.3 | FuturEnergy showing Yearly yield = 225 kWh for combination
1b;5a at θ=120° .

(7.2)

The optimal building-orientation (θ) is found to be 270°
for combination 1a;2a and 240° for combination 1b;5a,
being very close to the 275° and 245° respectively,
found using the method in chapter 4. This is valid for all
turbines. Actual buildings (square 1:1:4 in this case) may
have different orientations up to ±45°, resulting in energy
potential loss between 4% to 14% for 1a;2a and between
21% to 41% for 1b;5a, according to the method used in
chapter 4. This stresses the importance of wind statistics
and building-orientation, which is illustrated in figures 6.3
and 6.4.
Figure 7.4 | FuturEnergy showing Yearly yield = 1046 kWh for combination 1b;5a at θ=240°.

7.3 Estimating yield for amplifications around a building
at 0,75H
Using data from Kamei and Maruta (1979) on amplification
factors for multiple angles of incidence α and different
heights, amplification factors γα-θ for building-orientation
θ can be created for a building ratio of 1:1:3 near corner
point 1a and 2a at 0,75H (figure 6.2). The redefined wind
velocity categories for 50m and 100m building height from
7.2 are used. Accordingly, local wind velocities Uγ;n;α-θ [m/s]
can be described as:

(7.4)

Optimal building-orientation θ is found to be 210° for
all turbines. Similar to pressure-induced systems, the
importance of wind statistics and building orientation is
shown in figures 7.5 and 7.6.

(7.3)

7.4 Wind-turbine comparison

Similar to formula 7.2, yearly energy yield E [J] for each
turbine can be described using Pn;α-θ derived from the
power curves, and duration Tn;α resulting in the same sum,
described in formula 7.4.

As mentioned before, after the first elimination round 20
turbines were left for evaluation. These 20 turbines were
then rated on five parameters as described in paragraph
7.1. Each parameter can be rated from [++] for best results
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the turbine. This is illustrated comparing manufacturer
data of the Airdolphin, Ampair 600 and Raum 1,5kW with
measurements by Mertens (2010). The first two are rated
with a [-] for data reliability and the latter with a [±], which
show a drop of ~44% and 30% respectively for energy yield.
Return of investment (ROI) is probably the most important
parameter. A turbine with high energy-yield but a very long
ROI-period (in many cases due to high investment costs)
of for example 30 years does also shift a turbine down the
top 5 list. This turbine could score well for energy-yield,
however investors or other deciding participants in the
design process of a building would probably not even
consider a wind-energy system with a long ROI-period.
According to Rijkswaterstaat (2014) a ROI-period of less
than five years is considered reasonable and profitable for
energy saving or renewable energy generating measures.
In addition, energy saving or generating measures cannot
be calculated into the rent prices in case of investments for
housing projects according to OFW Woondiensten (2013)
as this is set by government regulations. This could be
an important factor to hold back real estate investors of
considering such an energy system with housing projects.
Each turbine top 5 list will be discussed separately in the
following paragraphs. Both lists and the turbine rankings
will serve as guidance for the design of a wind-energy
generating façade system. As a final remark, the first
turbine of each list does, for the above mentioned reasons,
not automatically mean that this turbine is the best choice.
The best turbine for the design of the wind-energy façade
element depends on the investors and their willingness to
invest. Also design choices such as dimensions, the type
of system whether it is based on pressure differences or
wind velocity amplifications and the type of façade are
important factors when considering which type of turbine
to incorporate into the design.

Figure 7.5 | FuturEnergy showing Yearly yield = 419 kWh for amplifications at θ=90° .

NOTE: The displayed results in paragraph 7.5 to 7.7
are based on results generated by amplification factors
around the building. Results are similar for pressure shortcircuiting, meaning the same conclusion can be drawn
for pressure based systems between point combinations
1a;2a and 1b;5a, however giving relative reductions of
approximately 23% and 5% respectively, besides having
different peak- orientations.

Figure 7.6 | FuturEnergy showing Yearly yield = 1118 kWh for amplifications at θ=210°.

to [--] for worst results. The turbine ratings and ratings
legends can be found in appendix C. As a final result of the
evaluation two lists of top 5 turbines were compiled, a list
of turbines with a diameter smaller than 2 meter and a list
of turbines with a diameter from 2 to 4 meter. These lists
only consist of HAWT turbines as only two VAWT turbines
remained for evaluation. The VAWT turbines are also
rated and are optional for the design of the wind-energy
façade system though they are excluded from the top 5
lists. It should be noted that a turbine with a [++] rating
for energy yield for example does not automatically result
in a high(er) ranking in the top 5 as the reliability of data
is also an important parameter. A turbine with a great
yield but (highly) unreliable data, levels the high ranking
for energy-yield down and thereby the overall ranking of

7.5 Top 5 HAWT turbines group A: <2 m
FuturEnergy 1kW is the winner of the first top 5 list for
wind turbines with a diameter smaller than 2 m. This
turbine scored best for energy yield per m2, the short
ROI-period of 4 years and weight per running meter. The
reliability of the manufacturers’ data for energy yield
is questionable [±], bringing the advantage of the high
energy yield down slightly. In comparison with the second
turbine on the list, the Air X turbine, the rankings were
close. The manufacturer data for the Air X is slightly more
reliable however both the energy yield per m2 and the ROI
of 8 years, which is twice as long as for the FuturEnergy
1kW turbine, are both less optimistic. The choice for
FuturEnergy as first place and Air X as second place is
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Table 7.1 | Top 5 HAWTs smaller than 2 m

mostly based on the better ROI period of the FuturEnergy,
the other two parameters are considered to level each
other out. The YWS-500 turbine takes the third place for
the reason that although its energy yield, reliability of data
and weight are almost the same as the Air X turbine, the
ROI-period of 10 years of the YWS-500 is slightly higher.
Fourth place is for the Rutland 914i. This turbine scores
similar ratings for energy yield and weight as the YWS500 in third place. And although the reliability of its data
is better than the YWS-500, the ROI-period of 32 years
is more than 3 times as long, being largely accountable
for its lower ranking. Last on the list is the Ampair 600 in
fifth place. This turbine does score well for reliability and
weight per m2, however both its energy yield and ROIperiod score worst of all five turbines. In fact, its ROI of
35 years is the longest of all remaining evaluated turbines.
The other turbines in this category did not make the list
for the important reason that the manufacturers’ data is
highly unreliable, which in turn are also expected to score
worse in for energy yield in a real-world measurements
which is therefore also expected to bring down the ROIperiod drastically. Not entirely surprising, these turbines
all score really well for energy yield according to the
manufacturers’ data. Only the FuturEnergy in first place is
expected to generate similar energy yield.

energy yield per m2, the Bergey XL.1 scores much better
with its ROI of only 6 years. Weight per m2 is similar for
all five turbines. In second place is the Bornay 600 due
to the ROI of 12 years, which is two times as long as the
Bergey XL.1. In addition, its manufacturers’ data is also
less reliable. In comparison to the Swift turbine in third
place, the Bornay 600 scores better for ROI as Swift scores
better for reliability. In this case the difference in ROI is
considered more important and therefore the main reason
for Bornay 600 to take second place as its ROI is almost
2.5 times shorter than the Swift turbine. Fourth place is
for the Raum 1,5kW turbine and the Navitron 300W takes
fifth place. Even though the Navitron 300W scores better
for ROI and slightly better for energy yield than the Raum
1,5kW, its data is highly unreliable. This is the reason for
a higher ranking for the Raum 1,5kW, which has reliable
real-world measurements.
7.7 VAWT turbines
Most VAWT turbines were eliminated in the process for
several reasons; firstly most of these VAWT turbines are
relatively expensive in general which naturally brings
down the ROI-period. Secondly their energy yield is mostly
not significantly high to compensate for the ROI. Also,
VAWT turbines are much heavier than HAWT turbines in
general as mentioned before. The two remaining VAWT
turbines are the Helix D316 and the UGE Eddy GT. Both
turbines rate less well for weight per m2 and ROI in general
compared to HAWT turbines. The Helix D316 does score
reasonably for energy yield, however its reliability is a bit

7.6 Top 5 HAWT turbines group B: 2 m-4 m
Bergey XL.1 takes first place for the second list of the top
5 wind turbines with a diameter between 2m and 4m.
As number 1, 2 and 3 on the list score similar results for

Table 7.3 | The two remaining VAWTs
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Table 7.2 | Top 5 HAWTs between 2 m and 4 m

For now, turbulence intensities around the wind-energy
generating façade element are unknown, but they are
expected to be relatively high, judging from turbulence
levels of the incoming wind. Turbulence intensity T.I. is
defined by the standard deviation σu of a wind velocity Uref:

uncertain. Although the UGE Eddy Gt scores worse for its
energy yield, its data is highly reliable and its ROI is better
than for the Helix D316. Both remaining VAWT turbines
have ROI-period of 25 year and 32 years which is relatively
long compared to the ROI-periods of HAWT turbines in
both top 5 lists.

(7.5)

7.8 Influence of turbulence on the performance of
wind turbines

According to Panofsky and Dutton (1984), σu can be
expressed in a friction velocity u*, giving:

For the comparison of wind turbines, turbulence is not
taken into account. However, turbulence has an influence
on the turbines power-curves as demonstrated by Lubitz
(2014), who reported some change in power output for
a Bergey XL.1kW, with a rise in power output for high
turbulence levels (T.I.>0,18) for low wind velocities and a
decrease in output for higher wind velocities. This has to
do with furling of the turbine, caused by high gust wind
velocities. Similar, Sunderland et al. (2013) also report an
increase in output at low velocities (<7,5 m/s) and decrease
at higher velocities with increasing turbulence intensity as
shown in figure 7.7.

(7.6)

Friction velocity u* can be used in the general equation for
log-law as found in Wieringa (1983):
(7.7)

With the von Karmann constant κ=0.4, a vertical turbulence
intensity profile can be constructed:
(7.8)

Graph 7.1 illustrates that turbulence intensity is 0,43 at
H4m/s (34m) to 0,32 at Havg (75m). On the contrary, a village
typically shows a turbulence intensities between 0,2 and
0,3 at 34m due to lower roughness. Looking to the graph
of the Skystream 3.7, this would indicate a drop of 20%
power output for 13 m/s.
Bottema et al. (1992) did find turbulence intensities
around buildings, linking them to amplification factors, as
discussed in paragraph 3.1, providing a T.I. [-] of 0,2 for
an amplification factor of 1, which corresponds with a
power drop of approximately 10% at 13 m/s. It should be
noted that data on turbulence intensities was gathered for
Z0=0,03, instead of the more common 1,34 for Rotterdam.
Multiple sources, like Lakeman et al. (2002) claim that
vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT) are less sensitive to
losses caused by turbulence, however Danao (2012)

Figure 7.7 | Power curves for various turbulence intensities by Sunderland
et al. (2013) for the Skystream 3.7 HAWT
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finds that this is only true for a very specific situation and
therefore not in general. For a wind-energy façade system
one should try to minimize turbulence intensities by
promoting amplification factors and consider aerodynamic
modifications as discussed in chapter 6 into account if
possible, avoiding situations where flow separation occurs.
7.9 Unconventional wind-energy harvesters

In recent years other technologies have been applied to
harvest wind energy. Most of them are developed to tackle
issues with moving parts in conventional wind turbines or
in order to make an aesthetic statement.
One of those developments is the Windbeld (see figure
7.8), a resonating membrane with two coils at each end,
primarily designed for developing areas where no power
lines are available. Although its base price is very low, the
cost per installed Watt is extremely high. To illustrate the
magnitude of this problem, a simple comparison can be
made. According to a power curve from Humdingerwind
(2008), a small windbelt will produce 10 mW at 10 m/s. The
FuturEnergy for example produces 750 W at this velocity.
To create the same output, 75.000 units are needed.
Even considering optimistic manufacturer data for the
FuturEnergy and the difference in size, the Windbelt would
need to be a few cents per unit and only a few square
centimeters, which it is not.

Graph 7.1 | Turbulence intensity for Rotterdam.

Completely new is the Electrostatic Wind Energy Converter,
EWICON, developed at Delft University by Djairam
(2008), which releases charged water particles in moving
air to create an electric potential. Where piezoelectric
cantilevers are subjected to stress and suffer fatigue,
EWICON truly has no moving parts, only using flowing
water. Experiments lack data for wind velocities below
6m/s, but power curves look promising as illustrated in
graph 7.2. Still being tested, there is no sufficient data to be
used in the turbine comparison. Also the energy used for
particle charging has not been included in graph 7.2. Other
disadvantages include the large amount of water needed
for the particle spray, which either has to be pumped up to
the building or stored on top (Winters, 2011) and possible
freezing during winter.

Another idea is to use piezoelectric material connected
to elements that are moved by fluctuating winds, which
can be anything from large stalks, hairs or even flags,
like depicted in figures 7.9 to 7.11, the latter being a
hydropower harverster, although an actual study has been
conducted for this hydropower harvester by Pobering
and Schwesinger (2004), to investigate the possibilities of
such a device. Their study showed that by creating a von
Kármán vortex street that will cause pressure differences
across the surface, bending the piezoelectric elements
generating a current. In a river this principle can potentially
generate 0,68 W/m2. Note that the energy density of water
is significantly higher and a river has very predictable and
constant flow properties, unlike wind. Liu et al. (2012)
demonstrated a maximum output of 3.3 nW at 15,6 m/s
for a piezoelectric cantilever (3,0 mm*0,3 mm) using
turbulent air in a similar manner, representing 0,03W/m2.

7.10 Conclusions and recommendations
With independent factual data being absent for most
turbines the authors ratings on reliability drop with
increasing energy yields per m2. Considering that multiple
criterions rely on yearly energy output, for example ROI,
caution is required when choosing a turbine. Power curves
provided by manufacturers are often very optimistic

Figure 7.8 | A micro windbelt from humdingerwind (2008)

Figure 7.9 | Proposed piezoelectric hairs on the Söder Torn in Stockholm
by Belatchew Arkitekter (2013)

For commercially exploitable systems the mentioned windenergy harvesters are not suitable (yet). The oscillating
solutions produce too little energy in a relatively large space
or are too expensive, contradiction the basic values of an
economically viable and architecturally integrated windenergy harvester. EWICON could become a competing
product in the future, but the weight and logistics of the
needed water have to be considered.
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Graph 7.2 | EWICON power curve (Djairam, 2008)

and claims of efficiencies near or even beyond the Betz
limit can be explained by inadequate testing methods.
Although VAWT provide some benefits, the costs and
weight render them useless, illustrated by the amount of
VAWTs remaining after the selection process. A definitive
choice has to be made by the investors, using the right
information and his or hers wishes. A system based on
wind velocity amplification around the building perform
best on a building oriented 210° while for pressure
based systems the best orientation is 270° and 240°,
for combinations 1a;2a (corner) and 1b;5a (roof-edge)
respectively, agreement with findings from chapter 4.
It should be noted that the latter two pressure shortcircuits have 23% and 5% lower yields compared to their
amplification-based counterparts.

Figure 7.10 | Windstalk concept by ADNA (2010)

Figure 7.11 | Piezoelectric flag by Pobering and Schwesinger (2004)
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In this chapter general conclusions are presented based on the research
results as presented the previous chapters. From each conclusion, a
guideline is distilled. These guidelines are not rules, they are meant
to be kept in mind as a certain hold when designing a wind-energy
façade system and to appoint suitable locations and orientations for
the implementation of such a wind-energy system. The conclusions
and corresponding guidelines are divided in three categories according
to scale namely; urban scale, building scale and product scale.

Chapter 8

8.1 Urban scale

ratio (see guideline 8).

1 | For wind-energy potential on an urban scale in general
higher wind energy potentials are found in the larger urban
typologies; small and large cities, for the main reason
that the average power potential is highly dependent
on building height. The large urban typologies contain
more high-rise buildings in general and also taller (highrise) buildings than in the smaller urban typologies large
villages and towns. Needless to say, each specific case is
different and should be assessed on local wind properties
and situation. Occasionally a significantly tall building can
be found in a small urban typology which could also be
suitable for the implementation of a wind-energy façade
system.

Guideline #4 | Building façade parts in flow zone C are
most suitable for the implementation of wind-energy
façade systems on buildings
5 | Wind-energy façade systems based on amplifications
benefit from taller and/or wider buildings. Comparing
square to rectangular buildings, rectangular buildings
show higher amplification factors and in case of H>L a high
amplification area around the windward corners points B
and C. Maximum amplification factors can be found for:
• H =/> 2,5 L
• L =/> 1,5 H
Guideline #5 | Wind-energy façade systems based on wind
flow velocities benefit from tal(ler) and wide(r) buildings.

Guideline #1 | The urban typologies small and large cities
contain the highest wind-energy potential

6 | Turbulence intensity can be linked to amplification
factors around a building. In general, the areas with higher
amplification factors flow zones C have low turbulence
intensities which is an advantage for the implementation
of a wind-energy façade system. Flow zones B and D with
low amplification factors have high turbulence intensities.

2 | The 4 m/s wind velocity building height boundary
increases with larger urban typologies which results in a
smaller amount of suited mid-rise buildings or no mid-rise
buildings at all for the implementation of a wind-energy
façade system in the large urban typologies. The building
heights of these mid-rise buildings could be lower than
the boundary building height. This also results in loss of
suitable building height of high-rise buildings, however
this loss is compensated with the higher high-rise buildings
in these typologies. In general more mid-rise buildings are
suited for a wind-energy façade system in a smaller urban
typology.

Guideline #6 | In general, the areas with higher
amplification factors flow zones C have low turbulence
intensities which is an advantage for the implementation
of a wind-energy façade system. Flow zones B and D with
low amplification factors have high turbulence intensities
7 | Varying the wind incidence angle from 0° to 360°
clockwise results in different amplification factors around
the investigated building corner. In this case 0° is the
perpendicular wind direction to the windward façade of
the building. The following is valid for square buildings:

Guideline #2 | There’s a minimum application height for
wind-energy solutions which is dependent on the urban
typology.
3 | Most buildings which are suited for a wind-energy
façade system are either square or rectangular with
dimensional ratios of L:W:H from 1:1:3 or taller and 3:1:3
or taller. A wind-energy façade system will should be
targeting these building shape typologies to reach the
largest possible market.

• Wind incidence angles 0° to 15° and 60° to 135° show
the highest amplification factors and therefore have the
highest wind-energy potential for implementing a windenergy façade system.
• Wind incidence angles 150° to 315° show amplification
factors below the ɣ=1 boundary around the buildings’
front corner which makes these most of these
orientations less suited for a wind-energy façade
system. Angles 165° to 285° are probably not suitable
at all due to the significantly low amplification factors
below ɣ=0,5 for these wind incidence angles.

Guideline #3 | The most common buildings are square or
rectangular shaped.
8.2 Building scale
NOTE: following are general conclusions and guidelines for
wind-energy façade systems based on amplifications.
4 | The highest amplification factors are found in the corner
streams in flow zone C of a building with amplification
factors certain to be ɣ>1 in points B, C and D in figure 8.1.
Amplification factors in flow zones B and D (points A and
G) are ɣ<1, which in most cases results in (average) wind
velocities on and near the façades in these zones which
are mostly too low for usage for a wind-energy façade
system. Even with higher incoming wind velocities, these
wind velocities are significantly slowed down resulting in
significantly lower energy yield. Points E and F are similar
to B and C, the amplification factors around these points
are highly dependent on the wind incidence angle (see
guideline 6) and on the points’ height and building height

Figure 8.1 | Investigated points for amplifications on and around a square
building based on Kamei and Maruta’s data (1979).
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Guideline #7 | The most beneficial wind incidence angles
are found from 0° to 135° for wind-energy façade systems
based on wind-flow velocities.
8 | When considering positions over the height of a building
the height to building height ratio is important. Only points
on the façade in the corner in flow zone C are considered
due to the conclusion described in the 4th guideline.

• Building heights from the 4 m/s boundary up are
obviously best suited for the implementation of
most wind-energy façade systems. However, from
pedestrian level up until around the stagnation point
at approximately z/H=0,75, wind velocities on building
corners are gradually slightly reduced.
• The height around the stagnation point z/H=0,75 shows
a slight increase in amplifications on the building corner
and is therefore the best height for implementation of a
wind-energy façade system above the 4 m/s boundary
height.
• From the stagnation point up to the roof height wind
velocities are reduced more pronouncedly due to
amplification factors closer to ɣ=1. These heights
remain well suited for the implementation of a windenergy façade system.

10 | The highest theoretical peak yields can be found
for a pressure short-circuiting between points 1b and
5a, however, as became clear in paragraph 6.6.3, mean
pressure coefficients, in this case suction can vary greatly
over a short distance on a flat roof and on top of that,
rms-values are also very large around point 5a. Shortcircuiting through a corner, like 1a and 2, will provide a
decent theoretical yield, and lower rms-alues. Front-back
solutions show the smallest peak yields throughout all
data-sets.
Guideline #10 | For the highest theoretical peak yields
for pressure short-circuiting, the top three solutions
are: (1) roof-top combinations (only 1b;5a), (2) corner
combinations, (3) front-back combinations. Generally, a
high peak occurs whenever one of the openings is oriented
towards the South-West to West.
11 | Comparing the range of locations for application of
a wind-energy system based on pressure differences,
the corner solutions and front-back solutions (1a;3a and
1b;3b) provide a high range of locations along the height of
the building. Roof edge combinations have less application
possibilities, especially the combination between 1b and
5a, due to the specific location near the building corner.
Guideline #11 | Considering the range of application and
location possibilities, the top three solutions are: (1) corner
combinations, (2) front-back combinations, (3) roof-top
combinations.

Guideline #8 | The most suitable application heights for
a wind-energy façade system based on wind velocities
start at the stagnation height around 0,75H up to the roof
height and down to the application boundary.

12 | Generally, the corner combinations show the smallest
loss of potential yield when building orientation is changed
by ±45°. Front-back solutions (1a;3a and 1b;3b) have
relatively larger losses. Also, the length of the duct is
expected to increase these losses even further. For rooftop combinations, the location on the roof-edge has a
large influence on the orientation sensitivity and therefore
the losses of potential yield. In addition, the researched
datasets of TPU and Bronkhorsts Phd research vary greatly.
Therefore, there is no direct derivable conclusion for the
roof-top combination.

NOTE: following are general conclusions and guidelines for
wind-energy façade systems based on pressure differences.
9| When choosing a point combination for implementing
a wind-energy façade system on a certain building,
the building dimensions have no significant influence.
Varying a buildings length, width or height has no
significant influence on the differences between the pointcombinations.
Guideline #9 | Building dimensions have no significant
influence on wind-energy façade systems based on
pressure differentials over the façade.

Guideline #12 | The ranking of solutions considering
losses of potential yield by changing building orientation,
starting with the smallest loss, is: (1) corner combinations
(-11%), (2) front-back combinations (-28%). Roof-edge
combinations show strongly mixed results (-15% to -37%).
13 | Despite several disadvantages of front-back
combinations, it does have a larger angular bandwidth
(approximately 240°) than the other two solutions and is
therefore less depending on the presence of a prevalent
wind direction. The other two solutions are not capable of
using approximately 150° of the available wind directions.
Guideline #13 | Front-back combinations have the largest
angular bandwidth (240°), corner combinations and rooftop combinations have a smaller bandwidth (150°).
14 | Turbulence occurs mostly in areas with low
amplification around the building. Corner and roof-edge
solutions are expected to be affected most by turbulence,
although near the rooftop-edge high Cp;rms values are found.

Figure 8.2 | Investigated point combinations investigated on pressure differences on building façades.
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Guideline #16 | Fins on building edges and parapets
are expected to slightly increase amplification factors
and pressure differences which could be beneficial for
the wind-energy yield potential. However, wind-flow is
expected to be deviated away from the building.

Front-back combinations will probably, considering rmsvalues, be least prone to turbulence intensities. However,
the outlet is located in the recirculation area, where no
flow reattachment is possible.
Guideline #14 | Corner and rooftop-edge combinations
are expected to be affected the most by turbulence as
front-back combinations are expected to be least affected.

16 | Turbulence can be reduced by rounding off corners,
promoting flow reattachment and limiting the size of the
recirculation zone. Chamfered corners have a similar, albeit
smaller, effect. Fins are expected to increase turbulence
intensities on the leeward side of the building.

Overall, a Dutch urban situation benefits the most from a
corner solution, since there is a strong prevailing SouthWestern wind, mostly because of the relative high yield
and broad applicability. A different situation may benefit
more from a front-back solution, when there is no strong
prevailing wind direction present.

8.3 Product scale
17 | When evaluating a wind-energy harvester for
implementation in the built environment most parameters
are interconnected. For example, a high energy yield
results in a lower return of investment period and higher
investment costs result in a higher return of investment
period. However, return of investment ROI is probably
the most important parameter for choosing a windenergy generator. For participants in a design process of a
building to choose a renewable energy solution, the ROIperiod plays an important role for them to take a solution
in consideration. A ROI-period of 5 years is considered
profitable. Product design-lifetime plays a major role to
whether this return of investment point can be reached,
but factual data and claims are scarce and unreliable.

NOTE: following are general conclusions and guidelines for
building edge modifications.
15 | The shape of a building edge has an influence on the
wind-flows around a building, pressure differences on
the building façades and turbulence levels. The following
guidelines apply:
• A small chamfering (0,05L – 0,1L) or corner cut (0,05L–
0,17L) of a building edge could be beneficial for a
wind-energy façade system as these building edge
modifications decrease the deviation of the corner
streams of flow zone C providing wind-flows closer to
the building sides and corners which is beneficial for
wind-energy façade systems based on amplifications.
• Chamfered, corner-cuts or rounded building edges do
not provide higher amplification values which increase
the potential wind-energy yield near the building or
building corner. On the contrary, large chamfers (>0,1L),
corner cuts (>0,17L) and rounded corners decrease the
amplification values.
• Chamfering, corner-cuts or rounding building edges
increases the distance between pressure differences
on building façades and decreases the overall pressure
differences. For wind-energy façade systems based
on pressure, these types of edge modifications are
expected to decrease the potential wind-energy yield.

Guideline #17 | Choosing a wind-energy harvester is
dependent on mostly interrelated parameters namely
the return of investment period, energy yield, investment
costs and dimensional properties.
18 | There is no best option of a wind-energy harvester.
Each system has its advantages or disadvantages compared
to other harvesters. It is important to consider which
parameter; ROI, average yearly energy yield, investments
costs or weight, counts heavier towards the decision of
choosing a certain wind turbine. This decision will mostly
be based on the clients and their willingness to invest in
such solutions.
Guideline #18 | The most important parameter for
choosing a wind-energy harvester is to be determined by
the designer and/or investor and the willingness to invest,
therefore there is no best option.

Guideline #15 | Chamfering, corner-cuts or rounded
building edge generally decrease the potential windenergy yield due to decreasing amplification factors and
decreasing pressure differentials. However, the wind-flow
is deviated closer to the building.

19 | In general, the currently available VAWT turbines are
more expensive than HAWT turbine. These investment
costs bring down the ROI-period significantly while their
energy yield per m2 is not significantly better than HAWT
turbines. In addition, VAWT turbines are often heavier
than HAWT turbines.

• Fins attached to building edges are expected to
maintain or increase the amplification factors around
a building. However, fins are also assumed to deviate
wind-flows further away from the building. For pressure
differences, fins are expected to decrease the distance
between pressure differences on the façades.
• For wind-energy systems on roof edges, a low parapet
or fin (0,5 - 1 m) could be beneficial. Low parapets
could provide slightly higher amplification values. Also
for systems based on pressure differences, suction
is increased mostly for wind incidence angle α=45°.
However, similar to fins, parapets could cause windflow deviation away from the building.

Guideline #19 | Currently available HAWT turbines show
more advantages towards several parameters than VAWT
turbines considering the application in buildings.
20 | The best theoretical building-orientations for a windenergy facade system based on wind velocity amplifications
and pressure differences are different. The best theoretical
orientation for amplifications based systems is 210° while
for pressure based systems the best theoretical orientation
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is 270° and 240°, for combinations 1a;2a and 1b;5a
respectively, agreement with findings from chapter 4.
Guideline #20 | The best theoretical orientation for
amplification based systems is 210° and for pressure based
systems 270°.

21 | Comparing wind-energy façade systems based
on wind-velocity amplifications with façade systems
based on pressure differences, façade systems based
on wind-induced pressure have a lower energy yield of
approximately 23% and 5%, for combinations 1a;2a and
1b;5a respectively. It should be noted that these differences
with pressure based systems are valid for systems without
aerodynamic modifications to the building or the entrances
or shapes of the system.
Guideline #21 | Without aerodynamic modifications to
the building or design of the wind-energy system, systems
based on velocity amplifications have a higher potential
wind-energy yield than wind-induced pressure systems of
approximately 5% to 23%.

Figure 8.3 | Point combinations used for comparing wind-turbines.
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Appendix A

A.1 Appendix | Data urban typologies

Appendix A.1.1 | Parameters for the calculation of the wind-profile for
coastal urban typologies

Appendix A.1.2 | Parameters for the calculation of the wind-profile for
near-coastal urban typologies

Appendix A.1.3 | Parameters for the calculation of the wind-profile for
inland urban typologies
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A.2 Appendix | Ground maps investigated urban
typologies

Appendix A.2.1 | Delft ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.2 | Delft ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.3 | Delft ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.4 | Delft ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)

Appendix A.2.5 | Den Haag ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.6 | Den Haag ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.7 | Den Haag ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.8 | Den Haag ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)
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Appendix A.2.9 | Eindhoven ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.10 | Eindhoven ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.11 | Eindhoven ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.12 | Eindhoven ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)

Appendix A.2.13 | Geldrop ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.14 | Geldrop ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.15 | Geldrop ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.16 | Geldrop ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)
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Appendix A.2.17 | Goes ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.18 | Goes ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.19 | Goes ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.20 | Goes ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)

Appendix A.2.21 | Haarlem ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.22 | Haarlem ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.23 | Haarlem ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.24 | Haarlem ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)
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Appendix A.2.25 | Hoek van Holland ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.26 | Hoek van Holland ground map | Low rise buildings
(<10 m)

Appendix A.2.27 | Hoek van Holland ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10
- 30 m)

Appendix A.2.28 | Hoek van Holland ground map | High-rise buildings
(>30 m)

Appendix A.2.29 | Noordwijk ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.30 | Noordwijk ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.31 | Noordwijk ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.32 | Noordwijk ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)
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Appendix A.2.33 | Rotterdam centre ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.34 | Rotterdam centre ground map | Low rise buildings
(<10 m)

Appendix A.2.35 | Rotterdam centre ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10
- 30 m)

Appendix A.2.36 | Rotterdam centre ground map | High-rise buildings
(>30 m)

Appendix A.2.37 | Rotterdam harbor ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.38 | Rotterdam harbor ground map | Low rise buildings
(<10 m)

Appendix A.2.39 | Rotterdam harbor ground map | Mid-rise buildings
(10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.40 | Rotterdam harbor ground map | High-rise buildings
(>30 m)
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Appendix A.2.41 | St.Michielsgestel ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.42 | St.Michielsgestel ground map | Low rise buildings (<10
m)

Appendix A.2.43 | St.Michielsgestel ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10
- 30 m)

Appendix A.2.44 | St.Michielsgestel ground map | High-rise buildings
(>30 m)

Appendix A.2.45 | Uitgeest ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.46 | Uitgeest ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.47 | Uitgeest ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.48 | Uitgeest ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)
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Appendix A.2.49| Utrecht ground map | All buildings

Appendix A.2.50 | Utrecht ground map | Low rise buildings (<10 m)

Appendix A.2.51 | Utrecht ground map | Mid-rise buildings (10 - 30 m)

Appendix A.2.52 | Utrecht ground map | High-rise buildings (>30 m)
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B Appendix | Wind-induced pressure data

Appendix B.1 | Bronkhorsts’ data

Appendix B.2 | Tokyo Polytechnic University data
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Appendix B.3 | TNO data
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C

Appendix | Wind-turbine comparison

Appendix C.1 | Selected remaining wind-turbines data (part 1/2)

Appendix C.2 | Selected remaining wind-turbines data (part 2/2)
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Appendix C.4 | Ratings legend

Appendix C.3 | Selected remaining wind-turbines rating
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